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back to thia community. So far as
could tie observed, this
precaution
was unnecessary, as only applause
greeted the union men when they
arrived at Hancock.
The deputies will act as bodyguards
as long as the men are here. It was
understood that as soon as the grand
jury has excused the men, they will
leave for Washington to attend the
meeting of the executive council of
PRESI-- , the American Federation of Labor.
WESTERN FEDERATION
Speculation as to the reason ot
DENT RETURNS TO HOUGH-TOCharles H. Moyer's sudden return to
MICHIGAN
the copper strike district was practically unanimous In connecting his
Chicago with a secret
IS PE8TECTED BY SHERIFFS departure from
conference which Governor Ferris held
with some unidentified men early
BY TANNER, last
IS . ACCOMPANIED
evening.
Just who addressed the conference
WHO WAS DEPORTED WITH
or what was discussed was not reHIM LAST MONTH
vealed, but the governor said it was
on "legal affairs," and it has been
OUTRAGE known that the chief executive of the
INVESTIGATE
TO
state was anxious to see a grand
r
Investigation of the
jury
IN
DEVELOPMENTS EXPECTED
started. It was sur-

MOYERAVITRESS
BEFORE GRAND

KILLED

HIS LOVE FO

MY

Moyer-Tan-ne-

PROBE INTO SHOOTING
UNION OFFICIAL

OF

Houghton, Mich., Jan.
H. Moyer, president of the Western
Federation of Miners, returned to the
copper (country today, accompanied
by Charles H. Tanner, auditor of the
federation, who was deported with
him on December 20. The men came
under guard of deputy sheriffs and
will appear before a special grand
jury this afternoon.
Governor Asks Pertinent Question
The settlement aspect was
at the start of the governor's
conference with mine operators today.
Governor Ferris recalled to them
that efforts to end the strike had
been made by offers of arbitration
and mediation, and he suggested that
some representative operators state
the reason of the companies In declining such advances. He barred from
discussion anything relating to the
"awful expense to the state."
Allan Reese, chief counsel for the
companies, responded. He said that
the first communication from the
unions had failed to state, a grievance, and each management undertook to ascertain if the Western
Federation of Miners really represented the employes of the company.
One company found 171 of the men
desiring to be represented by the
union and Borne 2,300 on the negative
side. All told, he said, less than 25
per cent of the employes of the district were found to foe members of
the federation, and on that showing
the companies declined to consider
the federation as an authorized agent
for the men.
The governor learned that every
company affected by the strike was
represented, and he explained how
Jamer Cunningham, Btate labor commissioner, had collected sworn data
as to the number of men at work,
their nationality and the conditions
under which they were hired.
He then read the summary of Mr.
Cunningham, giving the number of
men employed at the different mines
the day before the strike and the
number at the present time. The totals showed 12,514 men employed before the strike and 8,724 now.
Mr. Moyer excused himself from
seeing interviewers and went at once
to a hotel. He pleaded fatigue, and
his appearance did not belief his
statement. Mr. Tanner also declined
to discuss anything connected with
his experiences. X'-- A curious crowd gathered at the
Houghton station, 'but caught no
glimpse of the men. Moyer and Tanner tools refuge In a locked stateroom
and remained there until the train
reached Hancock.
Several hundred .. men, evidently
union members, awaited Mr. Moyer
there and raised a cheer as he stepped into an automobile and was
whisked away to the Hotel Scott,
where he was domiciled when the
mob of December 26 invaded the
Tanner
place and escorted bim-flnto a train in Houghton.
It was learned that the federation
men telegraphed to Governor Ferris
a day or two ago offering, to testify
before the grand jury. The state legislative, busied with the strike situation 'generally, asked the attorney
general to come to Houghton to arrange for the return of the federation
leaders.
An application for protection was
granted, and two of the biggest deputies
in Houghton county were
sent to Chassel, Mich., to meet the
train and escort Moyer and Tanner
em-pas-
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deportation,
mised, therefore, that the president
of the federation was to be called before the grand jury here immediately
after luncheon today, and some ob
servers think that he "will leave for
Chicago again on a later train. Union
leaders generally said that the word
of his coming was news to them.
Union Accepts Challenge
Acceptance of what union labor re-

garded as a challenge marked the
close of the hearing which Governor
Woodbridge N. Ferris today gave to
representatives of the mining companies Involved in the copper strike.
A. L. Feterman, representative of
the Calumet and Hecla, called the
governor's attention to discrepancies
between the companie's and the
union's statistics on the Btrlke situation. He pointed out that the figures
regarding the number of men em
ployed were at variance and added
that the companies were willing to
submit to an actual count of em
ployes, and would sthrow open their
books as a source of information, if
the union would do the same.
Claude O. Taylor, president of the
Michigan State Federation of Labor,
promptly said that the unions would
do the saiD thing.
Governor Ferris gave no Indication
as to whether any such procedure
would be adopted. It has been
known, however, that he has investigators under James Cunningham,
state commissioner of labor, and pre
sumably these men have already gone
into that phase of the situation. The
company men combatted several of
the assertions made by union representatives yesterday.
Attorney Reese, chief counsel for
the Calumet and Hecla, answering
the point that officials of the unions
were forced to call the strike by insistence of the rank and file, said
that the constitution of the Western
Federation
that
any
provided
strike proposition must first be considered by the legislative board of the
organization before it is submitted to
a referendum vote.. He said that
the companies were not hostile to
union labor, but that they would not
deal wlth:a union which preached
'
Im.-iclass hatred.
--

i

Mgyer's Departure Secret
Chicago, Jan. 8. Charles H. Moyer,
president of the Western Federation
of Miners, left Chicago secretly last,
night and will be on the scene of his
deportation, Hancock, Mien , at noon
today. That he was a passenger on
train No. 3 was conrirmel this morn-ingthrough officials of the, fhicago.
Milwaukee & St. Paul railway.
v

The elaborate precaution taken to
hide the labor leader's departure was
due, his associates finally admitted,
to a desire to reach Hancock, where
he waa shot and roughly handled two
weeks ago and sent out of town, without the knowledge becoming general
in the copper country.
OPIUM DEN FOUND
Pueblo, Colo,, Jan. 8. In addition
to a completely equipped plant for

the manufacture of "yen tsen", a byproduct of opium, the police today
unearthed in a house on Greenwood
street several sets of burglars' tools,
Including jimmies, fine steel saws and
other implements of the cracksmen's
trade.
Detectives who have been on the
trail of a band of burglars which has
committed depredations here for
several months, believe they have
rounded up. the headquarters of the
band. Two negro women In charge
of the place were arrested.

MAN FOR

DAUOIITE R
MRS. COX WAS JEALOUS OF HER
OWN OFFSPRING, ACCORD-INTO

POLICE

A MILLIONAIRE ARRESTED
Mobile, Ala. Jan. s J. M. Foster,
who, according to federal officials, is
the frfuflonali-e son of a prominent
resident of Scranton, Pa., waa arrested "BeTS yesterday whll$ with his
stenographer, Miss Delilah Bradley,
charged with i'iolation of the Mann
white slave Jaw. It is alleged-- that
Foster left his home in Browne Mill,
N. J., on December 15 with MisB

TWO

MJSE

REASONS

WAS MELTON'S
INABILITY
TO MARRY HER; OTHER
HIS POVERTY

pieces In United States money, to
the number of 200,000 weekly, a meas
ure which, it is calculated, will re
lieve the difficulties resulting from
the scarcity of small change.
The mines in Mexico now sell
their silver output through a government commission at a rate fixed by
the government. A portion of this
Is to be turned into coinage which
will revert partly to the miners lu
the form of payment in coins.
PRESIDENT WILSON'S

EGULATfON

DISSOLUTION : PLAN APPROVED
New York, Jan. 8. The directors of
the Union Pacific railroad today ap
proved the plan recommended by the

roadways executive committee ot
Tuesday for tlw distribution to the
common stockholders of Its $82,000,-00WAS
CLERGYMAN'S
SON
par Value "Baltimore and Ohio
stock, together ith $3 per share in
DEAD MAN ONCE WAS WEALTHY cash, and for the reduction of Union
' REALTY OPERATOR
Pacific common 'dividend from 10 to
IN
8 per cent
The distribution would
LOS ANGELES
be made April J. to stockholders of
record March 2.-Los Angeles, Jan. 8. Convinced
that Mrs. Mary Graves Cox killed W.
AMERICAN IS DECORATED
M. Melton, a lawyer and realty opBelgium, Jan. 8. Third
Antwerp,
erator, primarily because, being marOfficer W. Wynen of the Red Star
ried already, he could not redeem a
steamer Kroonland, an
American,
promise to wed her, and that she was
today decorated by the Belgian
also took the life of her daughter,
with the civic cross of
Florence, aged 16, because the girl government
cross
the
of the third class for
civic
shared Melton's affections with her
in assisting at. the rescue of
mother, the police continued today courage
their investigation tf Tuesday night's the survivors of the Volturno when
she was burned. "in
last
triple tragedy in an effort to verify
'
their theories and thus clear up the October.
mystery.
Three items of information recentSAYS COKPETITIOf
ly obtained by Mrs. Cox precipitated
the tragedy, the police believe. These
were:
IS NOT A BENEFIT
Tjhe discovery that Melton, who
was the son of a Spartantmrg, S. C
clergyman, had a wife living in Los STEEL MAGNATE SO TESTIFIES
IN THE SUIT AGAINST TELnot
could
Angeles, and therefore
EPHONE
TRUST
marry her.
Realization that he was shifting
his affections to Mrs. cox's pretty
Philadelphia, Jan. 8.Diisciission
of government
regulation of steel
daughter, Florence.
. nnd of the
The discovery that Mejtoh, jal-- J amj other Ms li-:"
had suffered desirability ol pdrniuung monopolies
uiougu orine
losses which reduced him to the ne- in public utilities, took up a part of
loans.
cessity of ifsgotiating-ema- ll
today's session of the hearing in the
governmenfs dissolution suit against
the American Telephone and TeleARGENTINE CORN IS
John C. Jay, Jr.,
graph company.
general sales manager of the Penn
DECLINE sylvania Steel company, called by
the defense to give his opinion on
some of the disadvantages of comIn the telephone business,
petition
CEREAL
PRICES OF AlVfFilCAN
believed in one water, gas
said
he
NEW
AND
YORK
DROPN
or electric light company, properly
CHICAGO MARKETS
regulated with efficient service and
he
New York, Jan. 8 Nearly 300,000 fair rates. On
betif
favored
said
he
competition
bushels of Argentine corn wIe being
unloaded at this port today, and mil- ter service and lower rates could be
lions more from the South American obtained.
Taking up competition In the steel
republic are under contract. The
Mr. Jay said he had, come
importations are the direct result of business
to
there should be no combelieve
on
the staple
the removal of the duty
in
that industry, because it
under the recent tariff-- - act. More petition
mean ruinous price
would
reeventually
than 1,000,000 bushels have been
ceived in the United States since the wars. He would adopt a middle
tariff went into effect, the first from ground, he said, such as government
on these.
the Argentine ever brought here, and regulation, to keep a check
to
the
telephone situaReturning
already the competition with Amerihis company,
said
that
Mr,
tion,
Jay
cash
can corn has forced.- a decline in
had discontinued the use of the In
'w xctri AV.'f ic j ',
values.
dependent telephone service in this
city because of the expense of hav
Chicago Feels Slump
two systems.
Chicago, Jan. ,8. The recent sharp, ing
a
went
decline in corn prices here
penny further today, due to the reA1E
moval of the tariff duty from the BRITISH OFFICERS
,
in
decline
a
accentuated
cerea,
by
the Buenos Ayres market today.
ACCUSED OF GRAFTING
Will Increase Beef Production
Argentine corn in New York is at
present selling 4 to 5 cents under the ARMY CANTEENS SAID TO HAVE
BEEN OPERATED BY "QUEER"
price at which Chicago shipments
can toe sold in that market, according
METHODS
to James A. Patten, who for many
years has been recognized as the foreLondon, Eng., Jen.
most corn dealer in the American againsst 16 British army officers and
'
,
market.
civilians were .granted .today by the
course
due
in
Mr. Patten said that,
police magistrate at the Bow street
of time he looked for the appearance court. The men are called to appear
of foreign corn in western markets, on January 17 to answer changes in
and predicted that In two or three connection with the management of
years the cheaper feed would Increase the canteens in army barracks. It Is
the production of beef.
hinted that a scandal of tremendous
proportions will be revealed In the inROAD NEEDS HELP
quiry, which will be begun on that
Boston, Jan. 8. The Boston and date.
of the
No names or particulars
Maine railroad was the subjtct of the
out
were
address
for
of
given
the
publicainaugural
charges
greater part
of Governor David I. Walsh, deliver tion today, but it is known generally
ed today. He said the road was in that the army officers concerned beserious straits and needed, help, not long to the quartermaster's departonly from the legislature, but also ment and that all of them have risen
from its own stockholders.
from tlie ranks. The civilians
aro clerks employed by conThe governor's message urged the
conven tractors.
calling of a constitutional
tion to take up women suffrage and
Systematic bribery is alleged to
other subjects.
have been prevalent for some time.
.
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ALLOWED
IN

PROGRAM
TO BE CARRIED OUT BY
CONGRESS
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ONE

VILL NOT BE

Bradley. The souple have been stop GOVERNMENT SO STIPULATES
ping at a local' hotel since December
THE AMERICAN TELEPHONE
23.
It is alleged that Foster left a
DISSOLUTION
wife and small daughter In New Jersey.

HAD

PRO RATA SCHEME

Marfa Askt Aid
Washington, Jan. 8. Miss Mabel T.
Boardman of the Red Cross society
THEY
ARECOI!PETITORS today sent to National Director Blck- nell at Laredo, Tex., requests for
help that have come from the people
EACH BRANCH OF THE BIG CONof Marfa, Texas. Congressman R. W. REPRESENTATIVE CLAYTON OF
ALABAMA HAS THE MAT- CERN CAPABLE OF OPPOS
Smith received messages from the
;
ING THE OTHER
TER IN HAND
chamber of commerce at Marfa stat
ing that the community is overrun
with Mexican refugees from Ojinaga,
EILLS
PLAN
UNDER
DISCUSSION 'povertytetrlcken " and inf acted with MANY
FEEFALEB
disease.
Smallpox has appeared at
EVERY PHASE OF MATTER UNTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL" AND Presidio, the nearest border town.

tie

m mmm

plans

,

DER CONSIDERATION

COUNSEL FOR CORPORATION

TO

Charge Reaches Vera Cruz
BE COVERED
Vera Cruz, Jan, 8. Nelson O'Shaughnessy, charge d'affaires of the
Washington, Jan. B. The adminisWashington, Jan. 8. Preliminary American embassy at Mexico City,
anti-trulegislation program
accompanied by his wife, arrived here tration
plans for the disposition by the
was
completed
today so far as tne
a
0
trust
for
conference with John
of its $29,000,-00- today
telephone
worth of Western Union stock Llnd. He expects to return to the preliminary work by the house committee on judiciary is concerned.
were under consideration today by Mexican capital tonight.
Bills hTVe" been prepared covering
G. C. Told, assistant to Attorney
every phase o the trust question
Carranza On the Move
General McReynolds, in charge of
and are reftSy for eubmiESton to tha
8
A
Jan.
Hermosillo, Sonora,
specprosecutions under the Sherman antiial train was made up at noon, appar- full committee soon after congress
trust act.
Mr. Todd listened yesterday to ten- ently for the purpose of taking Gen- reassembles Monday. The judiciary
tative proposals from E. C. Kingsbury, eral Venustiano Carranza, the revo- UUIUJIUILCO UiL
week with President Wilson and tha
vice president of the American Tele- lutionary chief, and his staff into anti-trus&te.
legislation details will be
Chihuahua
Officers
pf
phone and Telegraph company, relat
made clear.
to
(
move
made
staff
at
ready
to
to
of
the
made
be
the
ing
disposal
Representative
of AlaClayton;
a moment's notice, but no official
Western Union Stock.
bama, chairman of u committee,
was
statement
made
the
regarding
Although the present negotiations
authorized the announcement that m
have not reached the stage where a time of leaving.
with Representative Car-lipolicy can bo outlined, It is known
of Virginia, chairman of the subthat the attorney general and Mr.
committee on trusts, and RepresentaSAYS HE HAS
Todd would oppose a pro rata distri
tive Floyd of Arkansas, he had finbution of the Western Union shares
ished the preliminary work of the
among stockholders of the American
FOBBED KO OPINION committee on the subject of trust,
Telephone and Telegraph company.
legislation. He said that "bills- touchThey take the position that this case
ing every phase of the subject havt-beeIs greatly different from that present
SECRETARY
OF THE TREASURY
prepared," and that on the
ed by the Union Pacific and the
EXPLAINS POSITION ON
turn of the full committee to th
BANKING "SYSTEM ,
Jhera Is
aud.Oh!o, wul-tha- t
xm i i::Ua itVigr
itytj:
no parallel to be found in the Union
New
Pacific's plan to distribute the Balti
York, Jan. 8. Secretary of
The 'views of the president ai..(
more and Ohio stock to its share the Treasury McAdoo, who left New democratic
party, as exprcGSed inth.
'
holders.
York for Boston today after conclud- national
platform, have been followThe two railroads are not compe ing a hearing !n the matter of re- ed in the
preparation of the bills, actitors for business, the officials hold, gional reserve districts, as provided cording to Mr.
Clayton. He declined
while the two wire companies are.
under the netf currency law, issued to give the details of the
proposed
the following statement.
legislation, but said the Sherman attU-tru"Neither Secretary Houston nor I
law had been left intact. He
have expressed, directly or Indirect- also stated that one of the bills
O'SIIAUGIINESSy CALLS ly, any opinion or formed any conwould cover interlocking directorates.
clusions on the baukiug questions,
ON LIND AT VERA GHUZ now the subject of investigation by
the organization committee under the
federal reserve act, nor shall Me do
THIS ACTION BELIEVED TO BE so until il the facts have been subRESULT OF PRESIDENT'S
mitted We are impressed with the
CONFERENCE
great repponsibiliify
resting on us
and with the necessity for Impartial
CONFERENCE ON
Pass Christian, Miss., Jan. 5.
consideration of the views of all sec- A NATIONAL
RACE BETTERMENT DISTwo weeks of seclusion were
tions of the country before a decision
CUSSES SITUATION
today by President Wilson in is rendered. To avoid the possibility
this little villager It Is the longest of misunderstanding, we desire to say
Battle Creek, Mk-h.- ,
Jan. 8. S&&
period of time he has spent away that all inferences and statements to
nificance
of a declining death rate,
from Washington since he took of- the contrary may be accepted as un"
apparent increase in degenerative
fice."
authorized.
diseases, and the causes of declining
of
It is believed here that the visit
birth 'rate were among ihe subjects
Llnd
to
John
State
Barrei
Banks
Charge .O'Shaughnessy
on the program for discussion at tbo
at Vera Cruz was an outgrowth of
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 3. Hy an opinthe recent conference on the cruiser ion of Attorney General Grant Martin opening session today of the National
on Race Betterment.
Chester between President Wilson of Nebraska, given today on the Ne- Conference
were expected to .speak
Those
who
in
banks
state
and his personal envoy.
braska banking law,
Dr. Stephen
included
Smith, preei-deWhatever ideas the president and this state will be prohibited from
Dr. J.
of
the
conference;
Mr. Llnd may have exchanged bea
entering the federal reserve system.
Cattrell of New York, Freoerick
Jng on the Mexican situation are ex- The law prohibits the banks from
L. Hoffman of Newark, N. J., and.
pected to be transmitted to Mr. O'- owning stock In any corporation, jr.nd
Professor Walter F. W 'iiimc c Corto
is
as
No
based
on
information
Martin's
Mr.
this
i
oplmo
Shaughnessy.
nell university,
the exact purpose of the meeting at
On the basis of availaMa statistica
Dewas
here.
Claim
Boston
Vera Cruz
Advances
from
civilized countries Mr, Hoffman
nial of press reports fim Mexico
Boston, Jati! 8. The movement for
estimated
that the wo. id's thta rata
MexNew
in
Enga regional reserve bank
City stating that two prominent
31.3 a thousand and Do death rata
at
icans were aboard the scout cruiser land was given added impetus today
Chester when she came here recent- by the assembling here of several at 25, leaving an animal iiatural rate
of increase ot 9.3 fur tacr.
ly .were today authorized at the presi- hundred bankers, all of whom will
be present tomorjns- at the hearing of population.
dential cottage.: K
to
waa
the
called
before
presiAttention
Secretary McAdoo and SecreGOT OFF EASY
dent's informal statement Saturday tary Houston when Boston's claim
'
adLlnd.
Mr.
will
an
be
Strassburg,
institution
Germany,
Jii J
for such
that nouody accompanied
"Very light sentences" wer pnpi.
President Wilson today said that vanced.
Mr. Llnd had spoken in the most cortoday by the prosecutor In the c
u
of the German officers ni
dial terms of Charge O'Shaughnessy
CELEBRATE OLD VICTORY
New Orleans,
at the recent conference aboard the
Jan. 8. Citizens trial for illegal assumption of tuith
cruiser Chester.
throughout Louisiana are observing to- ity in connection with the l i i
The president said there was abso- day the ninety-nintanniversary of cident.
At the conclusion of the t
lutely no foundation for the published the battle of New Orleans in the war
and
Mr.
i
and
the pleas for the proie.
1812
that
of
as
a
O'Shaughnessy
report
legal holiday.
Mr. Lind "were net working in har
dti , t' a j d e n i r t (
t
mony and that the removal of the
The Army Takes Part
i pi t it a ) u
i1
nJ
r
c
n
8
ro
t
former ffrJm MeSTco City was under
In
Jin
Tex.,
Galveson,
t.i
consideration.
moration of the battle of New Or- n th inf i iv, V
leans, the Seventh United States inMexico Makes Small Coins
I.
li n il iirj t
(f I'
fantry, the only cr r
Mexico City, Jan. 8. The Mexican rcwlnr army that j rti in i la V it
s l
tle t i m -government today announced its in hisforio conflict, 1 o
'
' l
The o
tension to coin and distribute half "Escort o the Co'
25
cent grounds at Fort Cirwk ft
pesos, equivalent to the
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LAS VEGAS DAILY CPTIC,

ISilCATKHttL EXOIBIT TO BE A
FEATURE OF STATE'S DISPLAY
CIIUS'UN TUirCIIELL
LOARD

SENDS

NEW MEXICO

OF

TO GOVERNOR

HIS REPORT

EXPOSITION
McDONALD

nus of the Santa Fe trail, the Old
Fonda at the capital. It will take, in
nil probability, the entire year of
1914 to construct these models.
The model of Old Fort Bent is now
rapidly reaching completion, and ai
an early date, will be exhibited in
some convenient place in the capital.

The New Mexico Building
of
boards
which
raent
of
gives
1913,
Plans and specifications foil the
Colonel Ralph E. TwltchelL chairto iNew Mexico
man of the New Mexico Board of Ex- county commissioners authority
building at San Diego
out of the gen- have been completed and approved by
folmake
the
sent
appropriation
has
position Managers,
fund to aid New Mexico to make the executive authorities of the Pan- lowing report to Governor William C. eral
an
exhibit.
am
the
accomplish(California exposition!; on De
McDonald, covering
In October at a meeting of the cember 15, Commissioners Shuler,
ments of that body to date and Its
Federation of Women's Clubs, the Reed and Clark, accompanied by Mr.
plana for the future:
was invited to deliver an I. H. Jtapp, the architect, and Mr.
chairman
William C. McDonald, Governor,
was given on the Paul A. F. Walter, who at a meeting
which
address,
N.
M.
Santa Fe,
9 at the Scottish
October
of
of the board was chosen secretary in
Dear Sir; Pursuant to the law un evening
was here- cathedral.
Rite
Opportunity
of
of publicity and detail, went
der which the New Mexico board
charge
to the women of to San Diego, where they conferred
to
and!
explain
given
by
was
created
exposltion managers
state the aims and intentions of with the exposition authorities and
organized, report Is made to you of the
board in the matter of a state submitted to a number of contractors
the
follows:
as
of
work
the
the progress
exhibit
in California the board's plans and
Educational
Members of the board during the specifications, looking to the mak
In
organearliest
view
the
Having
interval since the last report have all
contract for the erec
ization of the educational forces of been active in their immediate lo- ing of bids for
These bids as
the
of
tion
building.
of
matter
etate
the
in
devoting
the
in furthering the objects for yet have not been submitted to. the
calities,
a section of the state exhibit to edu- which this board has been organized.
hoard. While in California the
cation, the board and its individual
Exhibits
of the commission were en
members
representatives during November and
Pursuant to resolution of the board tertained by the exposition author!
notaDle
December, 1913, has had
work has been commenced and Is ties, as well as by the numerous
meetings at Albuquerque, Santa Fe
as rapidly as possible in former New Mexicans now living in
proceeding
and Raton. Plans ave also been
the
preparation of the historical ex- that state. To awaken and maintain
in course of preparation for the coA wonderful collection of por- an Interest in the New Mexico build
hibit
operation and an exhibit from San traits of all the governors of New
'
ing, and the state exhibit, a New
Miguel county, a meeting of some of
Blnce 1846 is in courso of Mexico society, mad up of former
Mexico
the educators having been held at
preparation; a number of these being New Mexicans, was organized at the
Las Vegas.
finished, framed and now at the U. S. Grant hotel In San Diego, with
At Albuquerque the meeting waa
of the board. In ad John F. Hinkle as president. In the
attended by the members of the city headquarters
collection of the por- city of IiOB Angeles the annual meet
to
the
dition
board of education, the county school
New Mexico executives, ing of the New Mexico society, con
of
the
traits
euperlntendent, the president of the another collection of
portraits of the sisting of upwards of 1,000 members
state university, the superintendent
earlier period who were former residents of New
the
men
in
prominent
of the city schools, and a large numof the history of the territory and Mexico, was held on January 5 1914
of
the
city
ber of the teaching force
state is In course of preparation and accompanied by banquet, reception
and county. This meeting was
will prove a notable attraction to and ball, at which the plans of the
by Commissioner Vigil and
Nfiw
commissioners were
Mexico
Commissioner Twitchell. Lively in- visitors at the exposition.
collection of por
This
and th good serv
magnificent
endorsed
heartily
terest was awakened, and a commit
with the Idea ices of the members toward making
tee appointed for the purpose of pre- traits is being provided
of their permanent installation at the Mewl Mexiico'a exhibit notable and
paring the educational exhibit, the
conclusion of the ex- distinctly advantageous to the people
character of which has been out- capital at the
San
at
Diego.
of the state.
position
lined In a former report of the board.
Old Trail Landmarks
Looking to the exploitation of New
A similar meeting was hold In this
resources and with the idea
Mexico's
P.
John
resolution
Pursuant
a
the
to
Santa
and
of
Fe,
city
capital
the attention of the
of
en
and
attracting
liveliest Interest awakened in this op Adams has been employed
east a year in advance
the
in
in
weeks
six
exem
people
the
to
and
past
demonstrate
gaged
during
portunity
the
pllfyi the educational methods' and making the models comprising the of the opening of the exposition,
with
facilities now being employed in this collection of "Landmarks on the San- board has made arrangements
ta Fe Trail." This exhibit installed several commercial crabs- of the statf
city,
the
of
in
Raton
the historical section will prove and private individuals, whereby,
a
At
repre
meeting
sentative business men of the entire one of the most interesting installa without expense to the board, very
local
county of Colfax was held, the same tions at the exposition. The models attractive postcards showing
well as a picture of the
as
not
views,
less
a
of
cover
and
each
will
been
space
provided
arranged
having
other notby Commissioner Shuler. A magnifi- than 6x10 feet, and will present a New Mexico building and
cent banquet was given at the Sea- fac simile reproduction of the follow able structures in the stata, are befrom the
berg hotel, at which the plans of the ing notable land marks situate upon ing supplied for distribution
board were given in detail to the tax the first great highway of commerce various localities specially interested.
from the Mississippi to the historic It Is hope-- i that other cities, tew. s,
payers who were present,
As a. result of this , meeyng the .capital of, Santa Fe, namely: Old commercial clubs and individuals win
board of county commissioners at Its Fort Zarah in Kansas, Old Fort Bent j join in this unique and effective
next meeting voted an appropriation on the Arkansas in Colorado, Max- method of advertising. It 13 U the
out of the general fund, payable In well's mansion on the Cimarron, Red utmost importance that those who
1914 and 1915, of $2,000, such action River station in Colfax county, the contemplate going to the expositions
on the part of that board being pro Pecos church and Pueblo in San Mi- In California in 1915. should have
enact- guel county, and the historic termi their attention called to New Mexico
vided for In the legislative
-

With the Price
of Meat and EgSgs
oario!
It's worth while to consider the double advantage
health of using cereal food.

economy and

Wheat and barley are rich in Nature's nutriment, and there's sub
stantial evidence that cereals give one greater
BOTH GAINED
Man and Wife Thrive on
endurance than meat.
Grape-Nut-

The notion that meat is necessary
for real strength and the foundation
of solid flesh is not now as prevalent as formerly.
Excessive meat eaters are usually
sluggish a part of the time because
they are not able to fully digest their
food, and the undigested portion is
changed into what is practically a
kind of poison that acta upon the
blood and nerves, thus getting all
through the system.
"I was a heavy meat eater," writes
an Ills, man, "and up to two years
ago was in very poor health. I suffered with indigestion so that I only

GrapeNutsFOOD
made from whole wheat and malted barley
contains all the natural nutritive elements
of these great food grains, including the
mineral phosphates grown in the grain
which are indispensable to perfect balance of
body, brain and nerves.
Grape-Nut- s

weighed

"Then I heard about Grape-Nut- s
food and decided to try it. My wife

food is delicious, economical

and convenient ready to eat direct from the
package with cream, and a little sugar if
desired.

Same old reasonable price
15c

"There's

95 pounds.

laughed at me at first, but when I
gained to 125 pounds and felt so fine,
she thought she would eat Grape-Nut- s
too. Now she is fat and well and
has gained 40 pounds. We never have
indigestion any more and seldom feel
the desire for meat.
"A neighbor of ours, 68 years old,
was troubled' with indigestion for
years, and was a heavy meat eater.
Now, since he has been eating Grape-Nut- s
regularly, he says he is well
and never has indigestion.
"I could name a lot of persons who
have rid themselves of indigestion by
changing from a heavy meat diet to
Grape-Nuts.Name given by Postum
Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Read the little book, "The Road to Wellville," in
"

the package.

a Reason11

for Grapes Nuis
--

sold by grocers everywhere.
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NEW
SPRING GINGH AMS

C::.j" Rollers
Many

a New Homo
unbii!i to

will Have a Little
Men It.
f

There Is nsnally a certain degree of dread
In evory woman'a mind as to the probable
child-birtpain, distress and danger of
But, thanks to a. most remarkable remedy
known as Mother's Friend, all fear lg banished and the period la one of unbounded,
Joyful anticipation.
Mother'
Friend Is nsed externally. It
Is a most penetrating application, makes
the muscles of the stomach and abdomen
pliant ao they expand easily and naturally
Without pain, without distress and with
none of that peculiar nausea, nervousness
and other symptoms that tend to weaken
the prospective mother. Thus Cupid and
the stork are held up to veneration ; they
are rated as cunning plotters to herald the
coming of a little sunbeam to gladden the
hearts and brighten the homes of a host of
happy families.
There are thousands of women who have
used Mother's Friend, and thus know from
experience that it is one of our greatest
contributions to healthy, happy motherhood. It 1b sold by all druggists at $1.00
per bottle, and is especially recommended
as a preventive of caking breasts and all
other such distresses.
Write to Bradfleld Regulator Co., 131
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their very
Get
valuable book to expectant mothers.
a bottle of Mother's Friend

We are showing an excellent variety of new patterns and all colors in it
the new line of Ginghams. Zephyrs of nice, fine texture in every desirable color and pattern, neat, serviceable and fast color, 27 inches wide

12

Per Yard

l-- 2c

SCOTCH ZEPHYR.S

.

af32 inch fabric in attractive color combinations and excellent patterns,
suitablefor both women's and children's wear, per yard 15c
Laa VedpdLea&in'L Stero

"Dime"

"Cadet"

XosmwtM

Guaranteed
Socks

Established

Hose For
Children

1862

shown, gravity or pumping system;
long before the purchase of tickets all of the railroad lines in the state,
and the making up of routea.
liever in closer
It Is with more than ordinary sat
of etate highways will be de
isfaction that the board is able to
lineated;
possible power plants locatthe
of
report that the entire expense
our
streams will be shown;
ed
upon
coal mining, live stock and ether dis
which the home
in
fine,
everythlngg
material exMbits from
tinctively
and
investor
seeker
may be desirous
Colfax county will .be borne by pat
will
of
appear
upon this
knowing,
riotic business' men and taxpayers of
will be drawn and painted in
map
ex
this
details
l'u'1
if
that county.
hibit will appear ta a subsequent re
After it Is displayed at the expo
port, plans being tentative at present,
the map will be returned to
sition,
.ud on acjaant of the dm motive
and properly installed in
Santa
Fe
chaitcter of this exhibit, re.iuirloE
the
capital. It will probably take all
iri.ch time &'id attention for their
the
of
year 1914 to prepare this map
His exhibit !!oii wi
preparal-rwhich will be distinctly a state ex
ve
com
pr-i9i.il
.he
most
one
i.i
li
lost-and a.1'iE hibit, being prepared and exhibited
live,
those departments of our 6tate
tairecus 1o the people of the er.t.rc by
devoted to the exploita
government
state
resources of New
the
material
tion
of
the
business
to
It is
be hoped that
Mexico.
Respectfully yours,
interests in other counties and local'
E. TWITCHELL,
RALPH
man
in
like
ities will aid the board
Chairman New Mexico Board Exposiner.
tion Managers.
Bv far (the greatest aid to the
board in the preparation of the state
exhibit is a gift from Hon. Frank YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHE,
Pain along the back, dizziness, headSpringer of Las Vegas, N. M., of the
a
entire expense of the mural decora ache and general langour. Get packAROMATIC-LEAF- ,
Mother
of
age
Gray's
New
the
tion for the auditorium of
the pleasant root and herb
Mexico building. In a telegram from
cure
all Kidney, Bladder and Urifor
of
Dr. E. L. Hewett. the chairman
run
the board was authorized to an nary troubles. When you feel all
use
weak
without
and
energy
down,
citinounce that this public spirited
of nazen had, KZ2$e$r to have mural this remarkable combination
ture's herbs and roots. As a tonic
paintings, &ven in number, upon
laxative
it has no equal. Mother Gray's
and
the
life
immortalized
which is
Aromatic-Lea- f
is sold by Druggists or
achievements of the patron saint of
50 els. Sample sent
Bent
mail
for
by
Saint
the province of New Mexico,
Francis d Assisi. This great work FREE. Address, The Mother Gray
Adv.
is to be done by Donald Beauregard, Co., Le Roy, N. Y.
of whose ability Mr. Springer writes
CONTEST OVER ESTATE
in enthusiastic terms. These paint
Minn., Jan. 8. 'In the
Minneapolis,
of
decoration
to
the
chief
are
be
ings
the auditorium of the New Mexico probate court here today arguments
were heard in the legal contest to
building during the Panama-Californi- a
exposition at San Diego, and at the determine the place of residence of
close of the exposition are to be re- the late Charles G. Gates, who filed
turned to the slate of New Mexico recently In Cody, Wyo., leaving a
and installed In the Palace of the large estate. The contest .was begun
Governors as a permanent exhibit by the state of Minnesota in an effort to collect the inheritance tax on
and gift from Mr. Springer.
the estate.
The heirs of Mr. Gates-of
the
the
Seeking
New Mexico press, in the way of on the other hand, maintain that his
publicity for the work of the board. legal residence was in Port Arthur,
letters were addressed o the editors Tex., and that Minnesota has no right
and publishers of all the New Mexico to collect the inheritance tax.
newspapers, asking that the board
of managers be supplied without cost
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
This remedy has no superior for
with their publications. The board
has In view the supplying to all of coughs and colds. It Is pleasant to
take. It contains no opium or other
the New Mexico newspapers during narcotic It always cures.
For sale
the coming year, of facts worthy of by all dealers. Adv.
record in connection with the state
exhibit In charge of publicity work
the board has engaged the services
of Paul A. F. Walter, who will also
act as secretary and aid In the dis
CAPITAL PAID IN
tribution of publicity matter, not
$100,000.00
only in the state but throughout the

TIRES AND TUO

rela-syste-

Anglo-Americ-

Son

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller

,

Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

need-

'

ALL WORK

DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

BAIN

'

,

T

p

i

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
3?
R
SURPLUS
$50,000.00

union

At the time of the making of this
report favorable responses have been
received from the oltowtng newspa
pers, towit: Raton Range, Roswell
Daily Record, La Bandera Americana,
The Fort Sumner Review, The Carrl-zozOutlook, The Farmington TimesHustler, The Farmington Enterprise,
The Tularosa Valley Tribune and La
Estrella of Las Cruces, also the Silver City Enterprise.
The board has been making preparations with Robert P. Ervein, land
commissioner; James A. French, state
engineer, and Hugh H. Williams,
president of the state corporation
commission, looking to the making of
a map covering an area not less than
400 square feet, or upon a scale of
one Inch to the mile, upon which will
be depicted all of the lands in New
Mexico, whether belonging to the government of the United States, to the
state of Nev Mexico, or he'd In private ownership, depicting in' detnil
their character, whether agricultural,
grazing, mineral, coal lands, mountainous, valley, or plain, and whether
or not under cultivation at the present time. The various Irrigation enterprises throughout the state will be

J. M. Cunningham, President
Frank, Springer,

f D.
S

INTEREST PAID

OlSt

T. Hosklns, Cashier.

E.

S. Lewis,

Ass't Cash,'

TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS B 'AMi
'

CAPITAL STGQK

-

-

30,G00.Q

Office with (he San MHucI National Bank
WM. G. HATOON
w.. KELLY

K.

D. T. HOSKINS

.

....
.

. ...

.

.

Interest Paid On Deposits

.President
vice President
Treasurer
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PROVISIONS FOR

BY
PAYMENT
HUSBANDS
AND WIVES
ARE MADE CLEAR v

Santa Fe, Jan.

The question of
whether the law can be. Invoked to
make a wife show her husband the
household bank book was raised In
a court eome time ago and the judge
eald, "Yes,, the head of the house
should be allowed to glance at the
bank book occasionally."
That this view Is also that of the
United States treasury department
seems to be expressed In some new
regulations regarding tljg payment of
tax ty the husband on the wife's estate when it is stated: "And for the
purpose of levying the income tax it
is assumed that he (the husband) can
ascertain the total amount of said Income (of himself and wife.)
The new income tax law has raised
many questions which were hard to
answer, such as the status In the eyes
of the treasurer of a husband who Is
not living with his wife; of a wife
who has separate estates, etc.; and
who should make the returns,
band or wife or both?
For this reason the commissioners
of internal revenue have sent Instructions to the internal revenue collector's force here so that they may answer queries which arrive dally.
The regulations regarding the
deduction provided for under
paragraph C of the provisions of the
section E of the Income tax law of
October 3, 1913, relative to the re-8

spe-cifi- o

Ready, Ky. ' 1 was not able to do
unytning tor nearly six months," writes
jnia. uura oraicner, or mis place, "and
was down in bed for three months.
I cannot tell you how I suffered with
my head, and with nervousness and
womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told my husband he
could not do me any good, and he had
to give it up. We tried another doctor,
but he did not help me.
At last, my mother advised me to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. 1 thought
it was no use for I was nearly dead and
nothing seemed to do me any good. But
1 took eleven
bottles., and now 1 am able
to do all of my work and my own
washing. '
1 think Cardui Is the best medicine
la
the world. My weight has increased,
1
and look the picture of health. "
If you suffer from any of the ailments-peculia- r
to women, get a bottle of Cardui
today. Delay is dangerous. We ' ow
it will help you, for it has helped so
many thousands of other weak women
in the past 50 years.
At all druggists.
Writi te: Chattanooga Medietas Co., Ladies'
Idrfsory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Sttcial
a
Initrmctiotti on your case and
book, "Home
Treatment for Women," Is plain wrapper. n.C. 1 21

turns of husband and wife are as follows:
iLvery single person, and every
married person not living with husband or wife in the sense below defined, who has a net income exceeding $3,000 per annum, Is liable to pay
the normal Income tax under this law,
but in making return for such tax
may olaim an exemption of $3,000
from tielr total ne incomes,
2. Husband and wife living together are entitled to an exemption of
$4,000 only from the aggregate net
Income of both, which, may be deducted In making the return of such ag

gregate Income for taxation. However, when the husbanJ and wife are
separated and living permanently
apart from each other, eash shall be
entitled to the exeinptioi of $.,u00.
3.
If the husband and wifo tiot
living apart have separata estates,
tl income from both may be made
on one return, but the amount of In- cjuie of each, and the full name and
address of both must be shown In
such return.
4, The hshand, as the head and
legal representative of the household
and general custodian of its income,
should make and render the return of
the aggregate Income of himself and
wife, and for the purpose of levying
the income tax it Is assumed that he
can ascertain tKe total amount of
said income.
5. If a wife has a separate estate
managed by herself as her own separate property and receives an income
and if the husband has other net income, making the aggregate of both
incomes more than $4,000, the wife's
return should be attached to the return of her husband, or his income
should bej Included In her return, lu
order that a deduction of $4,000 may
be made from the aggregate of both
incomes. The tax In such cases, however, will be Imposed only upon so
much of the aggregate Income of both
as shall exceed $4,000.
Separate Incomes
6. If either husband or wife
has an income equal to or In
excess of $3,000, a return of annual
net income is required under the law
and such return must Include the In
come of both, and In such cases the
return must be made even though the
combined Income pf Ibotfh be less
than $4,000.
7. If the aggregate net income of
both exceeds $4,000, an annual return
of their combined incomes must be
made In the manner stated, although
neither one separately has an tiwne
8ep-rate-

'

.
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of $3,000 per annum. They are jointly and separately liable for such re

turn and for the payment of the tax.
8.
The single or married status of
the person claiming the specific ex
emption shall be determined as of the
time of claiming such exemption if
such claim be made within the year
for which return is made, otherwise
the status at the close of the year.
It is stated after the announcement
of the regulations that "these regulations hereby supersede the regula
tions relative to paragraph C of the
income tax law, as prescribed on page
4 of regulations, part 2, Issued under
date of October 31, 1913.
(Signed) W. H. OSBORN,
Commissioner.
Approved W. O. McAdoo, secretary.
Best Cough Medicine for Children
"I am very glad to say a few words
in praise of Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy," writes Mrs. Lida Dewey,
Milwaukee, Wis. "I have used It for
years both for my children and myself and It never falls to relieve and
cure a cough or cold. No family with
children should be without it as It
gives almost immediate relief In cases
of croup." Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, is pleasant and safe to take, which
is of great Importance when a medicine must be given to young children.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.

COLUMBIANS

WORKING

FOR SOCIAL PURITY
COUNCIL OF
ALBUQUERQUE
THOLIC ORDER HAS A PHYSICIAN SPEAK

CA-

Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 8. Before
a meeting of the Knights of Colum
bus In social session last night, with
an attendance that filled every chair,
Dr. J. A. Reldy gave a talk to the
young men on the evlla and results
of social impurity that for Impressive- -

8, 1914.

ness and educative effect exceeded any
thing the council has heard in years,
Talking In an easy conversational
way he sent a thrill of
horror through his hearers as he described the terrible harvest that must
be reaped by the future wives and
children of the young men who are
today sowing their "wild oats." He
explained how the seeds of the "wild
oats" were almost certain to remain
in the system of the sower for years
after he deemed himself cured, to be
awakened Into life and activity in later years and communicated unconsciously and unknowingly to the In
nocent wife, with all its terrible consequences to her and her reputation,
often condemning her to a life of
suffering.
He showed how these same seeds
may be and are transmitted to the
children, resulting in loathsome disease, deformity and not infrequently,
insanity,
He demonstrated
to his hearers
that the evil life of the habitues of
the underworld not only may but in
evitably must constitute them reeking
centers of infection, against which
any system of inspection, no matter
how careful and thorough, is and can
be of no avail or protection. He
closed with a strong appeal to the
young men that for the sake of their
wives and children to he, if not for
their own sake, that they do not subject themselves to this danger.
Dr. Reldy was warmly
at the close of his talk and the
many questions showed he had thor
oughly aroused hia audience. It is
safe to say the Knights will not soon
forget the Impression they received
last1, night and it is to be hoped that
Dr. Reldy may be Induced to repeat
his talk to other organizations in the
city. Such talks are not only timely
but, coming from such high medical
source, cannot but be Impressive and
productive of great good to the com
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DISTRICT

ATTORNEY
OTHERWISE THE JUSTICES OF
THE PEACE WILL NOT RECEIVE FEES

s

gisls! stop uas:;:;3
TOE BJiaCUD
1.?
SOAP DRIES

A resolution

,

It

1

YOUR SCALP,

CAUS-

Tiisro 5s Only Ono

NEW ORLEANS BATTLE
New Orleans, La., Jan. 8. Handsome floral offerings were deposited

today about the base of the statue
of General Jackson, who defeated the
British in the battle of New Orleans
on January 8, 1815. The courts, the
banks and exchanges were closed
and the day was otherwise observed
as a legal holiday in this city.

CAZINE PRACTICALLY

TO

t'r

fi.s to
ff t
j s
i
peace or constabli c .i
the county comuii s
i j i
meanor casea, and n n port tf i
demeanor cases need be mada by ti.3
justices of the peace to district
ico no

passed by the board
ING DANDRUFF, THEN HAIR
of
county commissioners several
FALLS OUT
months ago forbidding the payment
After washing your hair with seaj
of fees to county justices of the peace always
apply a little Danderine to tli
and constables without a full report scalp to Invigorate the hair and preof each case In question being made vent dryness. Better still, use soap as
and approved by the district attorney sparingly as
possible, and instead hava
and later filed with the commission- a "Danderine Hair Cleanse." Just
ers, has gone Into effect, and blanks moisten a cloth with Danderine and
to be filled out in each criminal case draw It carefully through your hair,
handled have been Issued.
taking one strand at a time. Tbla
These blanks are to be filled out will remove dust, dirt and excessive.
following the hearing of each crimin- oiL In a few moments you will ba
al case, and sent to the district attor- amazed, your hair will not only be
ney for approval. This Is consider- clean, but It will be wavy, fluffy anl
ed by the county officials a safe abundant, and possess an Incomparamethod of handling court business In ble softness and lustre.
the country, as It prevents any unBesides cleansing and beautifying'"
just charges on the part of Justices the hair, one application of Danderin
and constables.
dissolves every particle of dandruff;
The resolution passed by the coun- stimulates the scalp, stopping Itching
and falling hair. Danderine Is to thw
ty commissioners is as follows:
Resolution: The board of county hair what fresh showers of rain andt
commissioners shall hereafter allow sunshine are to vegetation. It goes
no Justice of the peace or constable right to the roots, invigorates
and.
fees In any felony case within such strengthens them. Its exhilarating?
county, unless the district attorney and
properties causa
shall within ten days after the teari- the hair to grow long, strong anI
ng of such case, have first received beautiful.
Men! Ladles! You can surely hav
a full report of the case and a statement of all fees claimed therein, upon lots of charming hair. Get a 25 cent!
a form to be furnished by the district bottle of Knowlton's Danderine from,
attorney. If the district attorney shall any drug store or toilet counter andl
find suhc report to be satisfactory try It. Adv.
and the statement of fees to comply
Do you begin to cought at night,
with the law, he shall endorse his apwhen you hope to sleep? Do you
just
and
forth
bill
such
fee
munity.
proval upon
have a
throat that keeps you
with transmit It to the county clerk, of awake? tickling
Just take Foley's Holiey and
his
within
district, Tar Compound. It will check the
Joints that ache., muscles that are the proper county
drawn or contracted should be treat and said fees may then be paid by the cough and stop the tickling sensation,
once. Does not upset the stomach,
ed with BALLARD'S
SNOW LINI- county commissioners, but not other at
is best for children and grown perwise.
MENT.
It penetrates to the spot
sons. O. G. Schaefer and Red Crosa
Note Under the laws of New Mex Drug Store. Adv.
where it Is needed and relieves suf
fering, price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
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USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IN OKE DAT.
Always remember the full name.

Look

for this signature on every box.
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WOMAN'S PSALM
desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $7.50-yoPay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:
u

ELECTRICITY

t--r.

work.

It enableth me to take mine ease.
I control its service with my finger tips.
It maketh the coffee in the percolator.
It toasteth the bread.
It heateth the water for my husband's shave.
It cleaneth my rugs and my carpets; the walls of
my house, and all of my furniture.
It washeth and ironeth my clothes.
It heateth my rooms. It curleth my hair, fly
house would be incomplete without it.

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion

r

leave the house at nine in the morning
to go on a shopping expedition, lo! when I
return at six at night the evening meal is
quickly cooked. My electric fireless cooker

Yea, tho

McClures

oD

THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT &
POWER COMPANY

PHONE, MAIN 2
i
i

1

r

i

I

doeth it.
By night it showeth me my way with its light. It
keeptth me from dark places and saveth me
from bad bruises.
At night it warmeth the milk for the baby in the
electric milk warmer.
Electricity is my convenient servant and I would
not be without it at twice the price.

One

JJ

is my servant; it doeth my

A

c
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by which Quirinal and Vatican each in
SUPREME COURT DOCKET
to the state of New Mexico, and states
turn
the
case settings in the supreme
existence.
other's
The
ignores
friend
the
the
is
skunk
that
officially
sourt for the January term, to comand the
1
Ul 1IU of the empire-builde- r
FORMER SENATOR CLARK IS 75 mence Wednesday the 14th, have Just
and invaluable assistant of the
ESTABLISHED 1373.
A. been
New ' York, Jan.
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PERSONALS

We agahK offer our patrons
the1 e'holceltlBeliietion of underwear in muslin, cambric,
and efepqg ranging as follows:
LQTp V Cprset Covers and
and 35c values
Drawers,
nain-eooj-

Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Romaine. Adv.
F. Ml Hughes of Solano was a business visitor here today. ...
W. T. Owen of El Paso, Tex.,' waY
a business visitor in Las Veasg; today.
W. J. Barker came m this afer-noo-n
frcln Santa Fe tor a short business visit
a
Marvin Malone, a'well known resident of Mora, came in last night for
.
.
a few days' stay.
P. L. Dawson came in last night
from his home in Trinidad for a
short business visit.
Attorney W. J. Lucas returned this
afternoon from Santa lje, where he
has been on legal business.
Charles E. Doll, a well known commercial man, came in last night from
Santa Fe for a short business visit.
E. L. Fugate, a well known business man of Raton, is a business
visitor in Las Vegas for several days.
Walter Randolph left this afternoon for Mogollon, where he will be
employed in the postofficefor a short
0
time. '
will
leave toRosenthal
Mias Lucy
morrow evening for Chicago on a few
weeks' visit with friends and relatives.
H. H. Riley of La Junta came In
last night for a short business visit.
He is connected with the Santa Fe
'
railway.
James S. Woodroff of CMcago ar
Las Vegas yesterday and
rived
will remain here for several weeks
as a visitor.
Mrs. John II. Howry of Denver arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will remain here"?or several days as
visitor with friends.
.
A. J. Thuli, accompanied by his
e
brother, E. W. Thulli, and W. L.
of Watrbus, came in yesterday
afternoon for a short business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. David Rosenthal will
leave tomorrow night for the east,
where they expect to remain for sev-ra- l
weeks on a visit with relatives.
D. W. Lee, formerly manager for
the Mountain States Telephone company here, left tnis afternoon for his
old home, in Michigan, where-- he will
remain.
N. Otto of Chicago arrived In Las
Vegas yesterday afternoon and will
remain indefinitely. He Is a mechanical engineer and intends to reside in
New Mexico.
A. M. McCready, mechanical superintendent for the western lines of
the Santa Fe railway, was a business
visitor in) Las Vegas today from his
headquarters in La Junta.
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WEST SIDE COUNCIL WILL ANNOUNCE ITS FINAL DECISION
j
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'

TONIGHT
'

The board of trustees of the town
of Las Vegas, at its regular meeting
last night, received the petition of a
majority of the property owners on
Bridge Btreet asking that that thoroughfare be1 paved. The petition was
referred to the street and bridge committee, which was instructed to report at an adjourned session to be
held tonight.
Tha the jetitiia wijl be ...granted
and the street ordered paved is prac
RUSTICUS.
tically assured, judging from the spirit shown by the trustees last night.
It will be necessary for Mayor Del
GIANTS BEAT CUBS
gado and the trustees to pass an or
Melbourne, Australia, Jan. 8. The
dinance declaring it is necessary that New York Giants today defeated the
Bridge street be paved, curbed and Chicago White Sox 4 to 3 in an 11guttered within certain bounds. Any inning game. The Chicago team, In
property owners who care to protest a game against a Victoria nine, won,
will be allowed' 30 days lnwhlch to 16to 3.
The American visitors afdo so.
Howeyer, as the sentimentterward left for Adelaide.
'
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Mighty easy lor anybody to make
good pancakes with Aunt Jemima's
and make 'em quickly too. Just takes
a minute while the bacon s frying.
Jiate Aunt Jemima's
to-morr-
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At yaat grocer' in the bright red pack'
(Save the top and get the funny
age.
Aunt Jemima Rag Dolls for the kiddie.)
:..

O

Mil
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ANNOUNCED

BE BIG BOYS AGAINST
LITTLE ONES ON FRIDAY
NIGHT

WIL

McCullough, guards.
Y. M. C. A. Carl Ellis and "Chub"
Swallow, forwards; John, Webb, cen:

Oif

"ACCUSED OF ROBBERY
THE

PRIZE FIGHTER IS

FINED
WOOD FROM "

FOR STEALING
GROSS-KELL-

I

,!'v

Y

Jose Tapia, better known as ''Bat-ling- ;
Togo," was arrested last evening
by '.Mel 'of Police' Ben Coles on the
chafgeof fefealitig' lumber from the
yards of Gross Kelly and Company.
Tapia was brought before Judge D.
R. Murray this morning and was fined $10 and given a suspended sen
tence of 30 days.
Tapia, it is said, took a long board
from Uie lumber' yard at 7:30 o'clock
last night. At 7:40 o'clock he was
under arrest,
Chief Coles learning immediately after the theft
that "Togo" was suspected. All evidence given this morning went to
prove Tapia's guilt
The sentence given Tapia was light,
but a thorough reprimand was administered. This lumber yard has been
robbed frequently during the last
year, which has caused' the owners
much trouble. Harry Kelly of the
firm of Gross Kelly and Company
stated this morning In court that he
has arranged to have a special watchman placed about the lumber yard
and the next person caugbt stealing
timber will be prosecuted to the
full extent of the law.
j
'

E. ROMEROS

PLAN FOR

The E. Romero Hose and Fire conv
lany is' planning to make its annual
George Washington's Birthday Mas
querade ball, which will be held on
Monday evening, February
23, the
best affair in the history of the com
pany, which has been giving dances
of this nature for over 30 years. One
of the features will be the decora'
tions, F. M. Lyon, advertising man
ager and decorator for E. Rosenwald
and Son, having been engaged to look
after the beautlfication of the Duncan
opera house, where the dance will be
held. Mr. Lyon has had a great deal
of experience In decorating large au
ditoriums, and his work at the Rosen- waldi More has elicited general
admi-ratio-

,.

;

The committee in charge of the
dance is working hard. It will i have
announcements to make from time to
time. The committee Is composed of
the following members of the"' com
pany: Ludwlg William Ilfeld,; chair
W. 0.
man; Patrick D. McElroy,
Wood, C. H. Bally, Howard Simpkins,
Louis Guerin, W. A. Givens, A. T. Ro
gers, Sr., Secundino Romero and An
tonio T. Sena.

;

WALTER

JOHNSON IS
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as a member
of the Cubs' pitching staff in 1910,
and; who was drafted by the New
York Americans from Columbus last
fall, was signed today by Manager
Tinker.

,

,

$114,000.00

OLD

JUDGE

i

REMOVED

Bridgeport, Conn., Jan. 8. Charles
H. Peck, for many years judge of probate In Stratford, was today disbarred from the practice of law by tba
superior court. The decision was on.
a presentment by the state's attorney-regardinhis acts as Judge of proIFILLARD LIKELY TO
bate on the estate) of Mrs. Susan M.
B. Derry. It was cEaF&e3 that whil
JffiJge, of pfoTTate Mr. Peck
BE THE' SUFFERER acting asETTriself
as counsel to advise
engaged
nimself as judge of probate, and
WH ft
t- ,.
750 fee for hia
services.
OTHERS- ACCUSED OF. VIOLATING charged
and a.
a
is
Peck
Yale
Judge
graduate
BOXING CAW WILL BE, DISrelative of the state's attorney, Jud-so- n,
MISSED
who made the presentment.

,.'

-

Los- -

Angeles, Calif.,

Jan.-

-

8,

The

RELATIVES ARE REMEMBERED
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. '8. At a meeting held here today 200,000 was distributed among the relatives of ha
200 Great Lakes seamen, who lost
t
their lives on November 9, when
Lakes experienced the most
severe gale known in their history.
Eight men, four Americans and four
Canadians, decided how to distribute
the fund.

trial of Jess Wlilard, the pugilist and
nine boxing promoters and spectators,
accused of having violated the Btate
law against prize fighting, in connection with the bout at Vernon, Calif.,
August 22 last, when Wiilard's opponent, John Young, was killed, was begun in superior court here today.
The jury was selected yesterday.
In order to make the prize fight
accusation i&sue clear before the Jury,
Joseph Ford, deputy district attorney,
dismissed the charge against Thomas
J. McCarey, a boxing promoter, and
indicated that the same action: would
be taken with reference to the other
defendants,1 excepting Willard.

the-Grea-

CHARGED WITH FRAUD
Cleveland, O., Jan. 8. PostofSce Inspector BIrdseye and Deputy United
States Marshal Gauceat today raided
the offices of the Central Stock and
Grain company, 1212 Engineer's building, seized books and papers of
and arrested Robert Howard Parker, manager, on a charge o
using the mails to defraud. According to the postal authorities, Parker
did business all over the United
States In what he termed in his newspaper advertisements "spread auction
in grain," obtaining sums
ranging;
from f2 to S0 from investors.

PLAN, TO BETTER THE RACE
Battle Creek,' Mich., Jan. 8. Many
men and women ' having a common
interest in the problems relating to
the1 welfare of ? humanity 'assembled
here today for the first national con
ference, which will continue its sessions several days, aming to devise a
working plan having as' its ultimate
purpose the building of a perfect race
LOOKING FOR GRAFTERS
of mortals.
W. Va., Jan. 8. Judga
heads
Morgantown,
the
list of subjects
Eugenics
scheduled for discussion. Other sub G. D. Sturgis today ordered the grand
jeeta that are to receive the atten jury to investigate the charge that the
tion of the conference are Infant mor Buckannon and Northern
railroad
tality, Bchool hygiene, community hy was jointly owned by two or more
giene, education for parenthood, pub competing railroads and, if they found
lio repression of the social evil, and this to be true, to return an indict
the-- cost of living as a factor in race ment under the state law. The Buck
annon and Northern, completed more
degeneracy.
Prominent among those who have than a year ago, and looked on by
accepted invitations to address the railroad and shipping interests aa
conference are Jacob RIls, the noted strategically important,
has never
sociologist and writer; Dr. Victor C. been ojerated.
Vaughan, president of the American
EMINENT COUNSEL HIRED
Medican association;
Dr. Booker
Christiana,
Norway, Jan. 8. Alex
of
principal
Tuskegee In
f
stitute; Rev. Newell Dwight Hlllis, ander Nansen, a brother of
of Brooklyn; Mrs. Ella Flagg Young, Nansen, the Norwegian explorer, waa
superintendent of the public schools today retained to defend Miss Charof Chicago; Dr. C. B. Davenport, di lotte Herman, the companion of Ferdinand Pinney Earle. the American
rector of the Carnegie station of
evolution; Judire . Ben B. painter. 2arie is in jail here charg
ed with a"5dueting Harold Easle, jus
Lindsey, of the Denver Juvenile court,
and Governor Woodbridge N. Ferris son by his first wife. Miss Harman'a
" '
case is to be treated separately from
of Michigan.
that of Earle.
'

;.,

Fri-Jtjo-

,

PROMOTES PEACE CELEBRATION
..New York, Jan. S.Among the
passengers who arrived in New
York thia week on. the Baltic was the
Earl of Kintore, who is a firm be- English-Speakinpeoples an epoch- tipns ad has come over to assist
In the .pffort? to make the celebration
of the hundred years et peace among
EngHsh-spe8kinpeoples an :epoca- maMngr event. The earl is a prominent flfttrc in social end political life
South Australia. He was .born in
lord-iwaiting to Qaee-- Victoria, and
subsequently serves as governor of
South Australia.
He was born in
IS." 2 aj t succeeded bis father in the
titie in iS9. The title is a very old
one. TLf first earl of Kintore was
created a knight marshal of Scot
land in 16G0 and that office was
made hereditary in his family in con
sideration of the loyalty and dexterity he had displayed In preventtng
tre" Scotch repalla from falling into
the hands of CromwelL
too-tab-

g

n

u,u u u uu u vjj
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TRUST CO.
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Winters and Prentjce
White, guards:;''' .
TRUE T0 IHS TEAI1
Undoubtedly the' ganie will be fast,
and in the opinion of the High school
students will be close, ending in vicHE REFUSES BIG OFFER FROM
tory for the Highs. The Y. M. C. A.
THE CHICAGO FEDERAL
boys have little to say on the subject
LEAGUE CLUB
will
usual
play their
except that they
game, and will work to win.
Chicago, Jan. 8 Walter Johnson,
The officials for the game have not
the
famous Washington pitcher, has
been chosen, but will be the best obrefused an offer of a salary o f3u,-00- 0
tainable in the city. The doora of
for three years and a bonus of
the armory will o opened at 7:30
made him by Joe Tinker,
ItOjOM,
o'clock for the early comers.
manager of flia Chicago Federal
league team, Tinker announced toISAACS CHOOSES TITLE
day. Johnson said he "was sorry,
s,
I J LNTP'J-Athen8.
but
tie had already signed with WashSir
Rufiu
Jan.
Isaacs,
London,
8.
conre
The
his
not
Greece, Jan.
jump
lord chief justice, who was raised to ington and would
11
in
'
cl
New
tract."
on
i
Year's
has
the peerage
day,
!'
!. r
made Joe ment rf A in.e nm-A similar offer was
the title of Lord Realintr, the
c!,:
t"
T
Sill
H
Boston
American
f
Hcitit'u
the
e"
),
town
he represent- Wood,
pitcher,
name of the
f commoni trora but he also declined because he had os mil I'i - of C! ctci ft
f m
ed In the hmisa
1904 tcr19il.
already signed with his team. "King is dec'aicii fi-- c U I '

ter; Frank

,.

V
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(EL

,.

Cole," who gained fame

"BATTLING TOGO" IS

0000

,..0000

Interest in the basketball game to
be played at the armory tomorrow
night between the High school and
the Y. M. C. A, stellar five is growing,
and a large advance sale of tickets
assures a big and enthusiastic crowd
of fans. The evening will be opened
by a volleyball game between a crack
team from the Business Men's class
and one from the Senior class. This
game will start at 8 o'clock and promises to be a fast preliminary.
of the two basThe official line-up- s
ketball teams were announced this
High
morning and are as follows;
school Robert Hart and Edward MoStewart,
loney, forwards; ; Clifford
center; Huflano Gallegos, and Frank
v
'

There s nothing like sitting down to
a heaping plate of Aunt Jemima's pan- a
f "j itfc citv inrr nrr trnm mxa
thick
with
Spread
good, fresh butter,
and lots of ...
Urn!
it makes you
syrup
.
.
i
wuugiy iu uuuk. ui it.
nr- -i

fV
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Painters

IT

v

CAPITAL

-

Standing of the teams up to date:
THEIR ANNUAL BAILE
Total Pins
.1460
Preachers
..1433 WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY EVENT
Baskettossers
.'.
1418
Highrollers
TO BE THE BEST EVER AT
1189
Dormdwellers .
TEMPTED

.'

'

-

The man who can not save

He never gets started.

PEOPLES BANK

418

9

-

J...

387

business is successful unless Us iacoae

No

and this is true of individuals as well.

money ha & a slender chance to succeed.

Dorm-dwelle-

.

Ed Shanajjan left this afternoon
f
for Albuquerque ..after having been
a resident of ihjjB city for the past
several months.
t(l

PAVING PETITION

is larger than its outgo

,

cess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits, $1 values at79c
LOT 6 Drawers, j Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combination, Suits, $1.25 values
98c
at a
.
LOT 7 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits, 11.50 and $1.75
.
values at

HOFFMAN.!

is so largely a question of dollars and cents.

BUNCH

35c
LOT 3 Corset Covers, Drawers, Gowns ; and Skirts, 65c
43c
values at
LOT
Gowns and
Skirts, 75c and 85c values
59c
at LOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Prin-

,4

Present at the meeting last night,
ready to offer arguments in favor of
the paving, were Jefferson Raynolds,
president of the First National bank;
Thomas. Ross, property owner and
member of the board of directors of
the Commercial club; W. P. Southard, president of the Commercial club DORM DWELLERS ARE DEFEATED
IN BOXBALL GAME AT THE
and manager for the Las Vegas Light
Y. M, C. A.
and Traction company, a corporation
which will be obliged to go to great
"Scotty". Smith and hia . band of
expense if paving Is put down. Numerous other property owners were Highrollers met "Doc'' Jones'
Inst, night in the second
present.
Y. M. C, A. boxball tourof
the
game
the
If the trustees grant
petition,
it is likely thai work on the paving nament and won overwhelmingly by
can be begun within the next 60 days. 229 pins. However, the tournament
being run on the basis of total pins,
this apparently bad defeat doesn't
cut much figure. The Preachers still
hold the lead in the league, the
BEULAH BUDGET.
second and the Highrollers third.
'
much
MScotty" was hot doing
Bwilah, N. M., Jan. 6. The last
trod of 1913 was threshed on New crowing after the game, because yesYearp day by Prudencio Leger. This terday was hia "falling down" day.
machine has been running for more First he fell from the roof of a buildthan three months, which speaks well ing ;while working, then he fell down
on his bowling in the tournament and,
for our farming coinximi
Mrs. S. L. Barkerjjita.rciQeivei as- to top things off, HanooE beat "Scot-ty's'- ?
record for six consecutive
surance from the postofce department
Will he come
that she will be retained as post- games by a paltry
master at this place. S. L. Barker back? Well he says Just ask him.
Oil account of the basketball game
shipis arranging to make
ments of vegetables by parcels post on Friday night the third game in
to Las Vegas, and will make his first the tournament will be played off Satshipment today, and expect in the urday night. At this time Tony
and
Buzzwagous
near future to ship in the same way
Harvey
Brown's Painters will run into each
his egg3 and butter.
The foothills have to date had an other. They both ciann several white
aggregate 35 inches of snowfall while horses on their teams.-.- ,
The second 'ame of; the student
the higher mountains have had 50
or more, and the recent high winds, tournament wlit be played Saturday
while somewhat disagreeable, have morning at .8:15 .o'clockjnstead of
been serving the purpose of nature Thursday afternoon as scheduled. The
by depositing the Bnow in the deep Normalwhy8 "B" will met the Juniorreserve
for
"A."
as
a
and
whys
gorges
canyons,
Score for last' night:
summer water supply.
Notwithstanding the heavy snowfall
Highrollers 1418
165
143
and continued cold, the stock on the Smith .. ......... 175
181
155
..123
range are, coming through in fair Webb ...
156
169
Tellier . ...........151
condition.
A wireless from Elliott Barker at
449 - 467
502
Tres piedras to his father here, says
1189
Dormdwellers
that be killed four Hons in one day,
133
143
..141
not long since. They were not Fish Jones ...
can
go
that
Sells
you
or
i.,126 ' 144. 118
ers,
prairie dogs,
i..ll7 110 157
out and 'Still five before breakfast, Paice ..

FROM THE JONES

i;
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SUCCESS OIL FAILURE

ceived.

Lof:r
Covers
and
Drawers, 40c and 50c values.

x

De-vin-

2'

IIIGHROLLERS WIN

in favor of the pavement, it is not
likely that any protests-- will be re-

pub-Hil-

t

.

u,'

A MISUNDERSTANDING
8. Secretary
Jan.
Washington,
Lane of the .jinterior
sent a letter- to Governor Amnions of Colorado, declaring that tha
rxotests of the latter against the proposed withdrawal from public entry
of radium-bearinlands in that stats
were based, on a '.'misapprebensioa ot
tha facta and . in part on a misun
derstanding of my recommenJatoa
to congress."
to-da- y

g

NEW YORK AGREES
:
New York, Jan. 8. The New
chamber of commerce went on r c,
today as favoring the pro chel a :
vance In .railroad freight rates. 7! 4
chamber adopted a resolution tj t
s
effect, holding that Die al..
would not only be "an act of , LU
to the railroads, but also hev
to the entire business of f. States,
"i,-'-
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LOBBY
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SHORT ORDERS

THE!

AN D REGULAR

AND

CAFF

DINNERS

BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

E SOLD

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO,
102 Meets every Monday
A. M. Regular comnight M
munication first and 0. R- C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
in 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are to
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Werta, Presi
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. &
'
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.
,

-

TO ASK FOR BIDS
ON PINE FOREST IN OUR
NEIGHBORING STATE

GOVERNMENT

COLUM

Aashington, Jan. 8. Secretary of
Agriculture Houston today approved
the disposal of one billion feet of RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
Petten, Secretary.
ivt'fcleni yellow pine timber from the
TISEMENTS
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
Kaitiab rational forest In northern
LAS VEGA COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day evenings each month at WoodArizona. In order to get this timber Five cents- - per line each Insertion.
men hall. Visiting brothers cordialKNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- to
a
build
tut it will be necessary
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
conclaveItmsly invited to atteud. C. N. Douglas,
ykilar
railroad approximately 200 miles long. No ad to occupy less space than two
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.
S:.ich a railroad will connect (.iV.orulo line
All advertisement
charged
onle Temyle at 7:lt p. nt. O. H.
net! Utah with the world laauns will be booked at space
actually set
KlakeL S. C; Chas. Tamme, ReGrand Canyon of the Colorado, which without regard to number of words.
corder.
hitherto has been accessible only Cash In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
from the south:
LAS VEGA3 CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
For several years the construction
AL ARCH MA80N8 Regular con
of such a railroafl has been considervocation first Monday In
East Bound
ed by various capitalists, but It has
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
been stated that the lack of assured
7:45 p. m.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No. 2. .. 7:20 p. m
immediate traffic was an. effectual
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No. 4. ..11:54 p. m
11:59 p. m.
barrier. It Is pointed out, however,
2:30 a. m.
Blood,
No. 8. . 2:25 a. m
Secretary.
that a contract for a billion feet of
2:00 p. m
.
. . 1:35
No.
m....
10.
p.
tNnber will overnome this difficulty
! O. O. P. LAa
VPrsaa i nnnc un
Bound
West
trans
for
a
commodity
by providing
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
Arrive
Depart
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN L
portation which, together with tourist
their
on
hall
8ixth
street
All
vinWni
No.
1:10
will
p, m..... 1:35 p. m.
the
local
proj
and
place
traffic,
brethren cordially Invited to attei;l No.
6:40 a. m.
. . 6:35 a. m
ecti onj (a :paj1ing basis) practically
F.
m
.
D,
N.
.
4:30 p. m.
4:20
Gus
No.
V.
p.
Fries,
O.;
Lehman,
G.;
from the out3et.
7:00 p. m.
, . 6:35 p. m
i. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werta No.
Chief Forester Henry S. Graves
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeterj
made a personal examination on the WANTED
Switches
to make: Trustee.
ground, and this examination suppleswitches made from hair combmented by the reports of his forest
ings; work guaranteed. 511 Ninth B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
engineers, Induced him to recommend
street Phone Main 389.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
the sale of such a large body of tim
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
ber In order that the country might
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
be developed through the supplying
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
of this resource. Mr. Graves says,
This
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
however, that the Kaibab forest Is
SALE
One
FOR
dun colored mare Secretary.
one of the most beautiful in America,
mule at city pound, Saturday, Jan
and gives assurance that the marketuary 10, at 10 o'clock a. m.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURing of the mature crop of timber will
-- if
use 1
not be allowed to mar the scenic
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
i
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
beauty of the region.
EMPRESS
In accordance with the timber sale
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
policy of the government the stumpFLOUR
RENT Furnished rooms with Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
age will be disposed of to the high
est bidder. In order to attract a suf
private board if desired. 710 Grand
President; A. D. Tillman, Finanficient investment to assure the
avenue.
It',s giving you I
cier; Mrs. A.( V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
building of the railroad and of the
a present for do I
t'UK RENT Cottage in desirable Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
necessary lumber mills at least
ing something
billion feet of timber had to he of
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- East Las Vegas, N. M.
fered. The Investment necessary to
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
you 'd do tny
timber accessible will
make this
Phone Purple 5301.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
way when you
amount to more than $3,000,000. By
each
fourth
Thursday
evening
learn how Much
placing this quantity of timber before FOR RENT To lady or gentleman month at W. O. W. hall.
Visiting
the lumbermen of the country the
BefferEMPRESS
employed, comfortable, furnished brothers
cordially invited. Howard T
officials of the forest service believe
room; no health seekers. Fhone
FLOUR really; is.
P. A. Liin Secretary.
Davis,
Dictator;
that itJhe development of lextensive
Purple 5301.
J.
E.
ROSENWALD
NO.
LODGE
541
Made by GERareas in southern Utah may be look
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
ed for, because the necessary rail
MAN PROCESS
day of the month In the vestry room
way will render accessible resources
Hangs
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P
ONE COUPON FROM
which have heretofore been 'unde
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
veloped. The whole region is rich in MEXICAN drawnwork and hand hem- m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
FIVE
STAMPS
agricultural land, in cattle and sheep
stitching to order. Call afternoons. vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
BRINGS YOU THE
de
coal
814
and
Secretary.
and
in
Greenclay,
copper
avenue.
range,
Douglas
V
SPOON
IT 'S
posits, as well as In timber.
GENUINE WM.
Bids for the timber will be receiv WILL buy and sell cattle and horses. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
ROGERS &
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
ed up to the midd.-- s of June, 1914,
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,
A A
SONS'
Love
Woodmen
hall
at
for
World
will
the
be
allowed
N. M.
and three years
oj
STANDARD
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
the building of the railroad and mills
SILVER!
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A good remedy for a bad cough is
HOREHOUND SYRUP,
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it heals the lungs and quiets irritation.

Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
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the "otter shook, rustled with .iei He ad Come to "deques, luVsltTr.er count said tliat Francois must come to more at peace that he hai 1. i
and sadder; his still soldiery gait less his rooms the next night for dinner months.
trembling. "It is from Francois!"
Moison
haviw buoyant than It had been five years and sing him the song again and also
Jean
Phillippe
listen to a new one of his own.
stayed to listen, as he ought not, lift ago.
(To Be Continued Toraorrow.
He saw Allxe and Pietro coming
ed his eyes and his hands to header
So Francois was taken down the
a
in
toward
him,
the
running
and gave thanks
stone staircase and conducted to
general waj joyfully
calling to him with excited two rooms which were the governor's
volubly, unrcbuked. By now the us
"CASCAHETS ALWAYS
steady fingers of Alixe had opened th gay voices. It stabbed the general's suite. He knew them well, for he had
of
came
that
and
head
wen
Pietro's
a
But
count
with
thought
the
and
times
dined
quick
heart;
her
many
paper,
r
other who had been always with them, tonight he was left alone a few mo
bent over it, devouring the
STOAIGUTEM YCO lii
whom
of
ex
now dead or worse,
that other
menta In the outer room, the living-room- ,
writing. Alixe, excited, French,
into a disjointed running com these two had forgotten. And with
while the governor was In the
ploded
Airmore
nitPfRfTCT tridutt, thc prTTfr? TRfAiURr.rrc.
that they were upoa him, and Alixe bedroom, and he looked about keenly
ment.
our Francois
was kissing him, hugging him, push- with a strained attention which grew WHEN CONSTIPATED, HEADACHY
"From
prison
ILL5VORTi DVNG
EIVOTATO$
And then: "Five years ing a letter Into his hand, up his out of the suppressed hope of escape.
j
BILIOUS, STOMACH SOUR
IgaeYm&fr ,?. by aooas wrmu conpftY
U
U
Pietro! Think while we have bee sleeve, Into his face anywhere.
Who knew what bit of knowledge of
BREATH BAD
j
"Father good news the best news the caBtle might be vital, and who
free!" And then, with a swift clutel
8YN0PSIS.
Battista, breathless, stared, stamstood erect
almost the best! Father, be ready knew how soon? He noted the swords
again at the big coat Bleeve crowding
mered. "Whom whom did you say, tista
Get a
box now.
food will get cold If against her: "Pietro! See, see! Th for the good news!"
"The
signor'a
and pistols hanging on the wall, and
a
I Francois
CHAPTER
Beaupre,
signor?"
You men and women who can't get
not eat it," he spoke date it is only two months ago. He
am ready," the general growled marked a light saber whose scabbard
"I
does
the
signor
(peasant babe ot three years, after an
But the prisoner had flashed into
'muHing Incident In which Marshal Ney
"I do not like to carry good was alive then; he must be alive now; impatiently. "What is this foolery? was brightly polished as If the blade feeling right who have headache,
Mirures, Is made a Chevalier of France reason. The color went out of his face gruffly.
food for prisoners who do not appre- he is! I knew It, Pietro! A woman Sabre de bois! Wilat Is yoar news, also were kept in good order. On the coated tongue, iifoul taste and foul
home
in the
toy the Emperor Napoleon,
as
the
ebbs.
tide
I
did
"Battista,
say ciate it. I shall bring less tomorrow."
iof the lad's parents in the village of
knows more things than a man."
then, you silly child?"
table he saw the flint and steel with breath, dizziness, can't sleep, are bilFrance, where the emperor had brief- a name? Battista you will not betray
the
laid
threw
And
head
her
she
But
hearing
much,
Alixe,
With
very
up
hardly
Francois,
that
shaking
which Count von Gersdorf lighted his ious, nervous and
war.
of
hold
to
a
council
ly stopped
me you will not repeat that name? 1
upset bothered
prophesied that the boy might
surly tones, had his band on Battista's and fixed Jean Phillippe, drinking in her hand on his cheek and looked pipe; he stepped to the window, and
would
never
hav
It
under
said
i one
but
that
be
stomFrance
of
a
a
marshal
with
disordered
day
sick,
gassy,
was whispering bach eagerly.
his
an
into
stem
stone
A
"Father,
with
wall.
all
arm,
unexpected
eyes.
the
earnestly
this,
bent out, scanning
was not quite steady. I must have
(mother Bonaparte.
'
worn
or
have
backache
In
France?"
feel
and
he
are
ach,
does
"Where
is
alive!"
Francois
go,
you doing here,
glance. "What
coping, wide enough for a man's foot
CHAPTER II-- At
the age of ten Fran- - been out of my head; I have nevei
the gen- but little more, ran, four feet below; out.
For all his gruff
"To Vieques," the low answer came. Moison? What manners are these?'
mots meets a stranger who is asionmneu spoken his name before In this place.
'wtAm tha bov tells him he may one day
Francois sank back, tortured.
Then, relapsing in a flash into pure eral made the letter an excuse shortly ten feet beyond the window It ended
Are you keeping your bowels clear
I.
e a "marshal ot France under another Oh, If I should bring danger to him!
Going to Vieques, the little Battista! human trust and affection toward the to sit down. Queer, that a man's knees In the roof of a shed, a sloping roof with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
ttiapoli
Battieta, for God's sake, you will not
From Castleforte! And he, Francois, anxious old servant: "My dear, old, should suddenly bend and give way where a man could drop down, yes, or passageway every few days wltli
i
CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates repeat that name?"
Is
of rapture In a even climb up with ease. A man, that
church
Battista spoke low, glancing at the must stay here in prison! His soul good Moison he in alive Monsieur because of a thrill make-u& is nerve by climbing a lofty
p
a horrible prison man's psychological
But the is, who had climbed when a boy as salts, cathartic pills or castor oil?
Francois is alive
This deed is witnessed by the .heavy iron door of the cell. "God
was wrung with a sudden wild hometeeple.
for
boy's sameCascarets work while you sleep;'
is
And
to
down.
then Francois had climbed like a cat for
ptranger who marvels atto the
he
Moison!"
sit
In
had
to
But
alive,
to
see
He
wanted
Alixe,
Italy!
general
visit him at bid, signor," he whispered, "that 1 sickness.
ness and asks him
been extracted certainty and lightness. But what cleanse the stomach, remove the sour.
the Chateau.
should speak, here in his own castle, see his mother, to see the general; to And with that, a sudden jump again and there all that had
see the peaceful little village and the into dignity. "Who brought this, Moi from little Battista was rehearsed, and then, when one was in the courtyard? undigested, fermented food and foul
CHAPTER IV Francois visits General the name of my young master."
the letter read over from start to
'the Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, who with
It wae walled about with a stone wall gases; take the excess bile from the
There was a long silence. The pris- stream that ran through it, and the son?"
daughter, lives
,Alixe, his
Jean Phillippe was only too happy
sixteen feet high; these old ancestors liver and
bridge, and the poppy
t the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire oner and his jailer gazed at each other
carry out of the system all
Alive! of Pietro, who bad built this place, had
"But he Is alive, father!
Hinder Napoleon he fires the boy's imagas if saying things beyond words. fields, and the corn! The gray castle to have a hand in the joyful excitewaste matter ancl
the
constipated
to
one.
ination with stories of his campaigns Then the
kill
and the beech wood, ment "Mademoiselle, the young per- That la happiness enough
planned well to keep Pietro's friend In
boy put out his long hot fin- with Its red roofs,
twlth the emperor.
bowels.
the
in
knew till now that I feared he prison.
never
d
how
poison
son
he
But
little
the
and
language.
dim,
library,
speaks
gers and caughfthe man's sleeve.
How-hiCHAPTER V Francois'-- , father loses
A Cascaret tonight will straighten
heart told me to say to monsieur the mar- was dead."
So Francois, not hopeful of a sortie
"Battista," he murmured, "Battista he wanted to see It all!
Ibis possessions In a game of chance.
Alive yes! But in prison In that by that
box
drew In his head from you put by morning a
is that true? Is it possible? Do you ached, madly, fiercely! This was the quis that he was the little Battista."
point,
VI The general offers
CHAPTER
Pietro looked up quickly. "Alixe, it devil's hole of an old castle!" And the open window and took to examin- from any drug store will keep your
worst moment of all his captivity. And
IKrancois a home at the Chateau. The know my. Pietro?"
Iboy refuses to leave his parents, but In
"Know him, signor?" Battista's deep with that, Battista was over him, was Is the servant from my old home of Alixe looked at Pietro and laughed, ing the walls of the governor' room. stomach sweet; liver and bowels reg'the end becomes copyist for the general voice was
whom I spoke to you. I can not Imag- but the general paid no attention. "He There were three doors one from the
unsteady. "My fathers have murmuring words again. Something
the
between
learns
of
iand
the friendship
ine how Francois got hold of him, but must be got out There is no time to hall by which he had come, one be- ular, and head clear for months.
jteneral and Marauis ZaDiii. who cam - served his for eieht hundred vearsJ was slipped under the bedclothes.
The signor will write he chose a good messenger. May I waste. Diable! He Is perishing In hind which he now heard the count Don't forget the child'en. They love
paigned with the General under Napol- The man was shaking with a
pens.
"Paper
loyalty
on.
but Francois lifted hie a letter this afternoon. And tomor- have him brought here? He must have that vile stable! What was that the moving In his bedroom, and a third. Cascarets because they taste good
CHAPTER XI Francois goes to Italy long pent up,on
lad said about the doctor's speech, The count had gone through this laBt never gripe or sicken. Adv.
something to tell us."
his elbow, and looked row little Battieta will take it"
to Pletro. He has an Inter- head, leaned
is secretary
Alixe, her letter in her hands, strug- that only a long sea voyage could save door one night a month before, into a
with Allxe before leaving and near-ij- y at him thoughtfully.
And the heart of Francois gave a
view
reveals his love for her.
One must get him out, mon dieu, dark, winding, stone staircase, and dis
"But, Battista, I know you now; he sudden throb of joy as wild as Its an- gled in her mind. Then: "The letter him?
MINNESOTA POULTRY SHOW
will keep yes, let him come, and we quick!"
for three minutes, and
CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans has spoken to me of you; it was your
appeared
Minneapolis, iMJnn., JJan 8. On
the esrape of her son Louis Napoleon by
can read it all the better after for
Alixe, her hand on his arm, put her brought up a bottle of wonderful wine.
'disguising him and Marquis Zappi as her son, the little Battista, who was hir
of
the largest shows of poultry ami
on
tood
down
and
it
head
us."
suddenly
he
tell
what
down
there
"A fine stock they put
may
when they were chil
lackeys.
her face hidden. the Italians who ruled here for eight pet stock ever held in the northeast
So Moison, having orders to produce so for a moment,
...
dren?"
CHAPTER XIII Francois takes Marat once the said little Battita, retired, Pietro, his hands thrust deep in his hundred-odyears," he had said. "I've was opened in this city today under
"Yes, signor."
quis Zappl's place, who is ill, in the
r
much excited, and returned shortly
escape of Hortense and IjOuIs. Dressed
pockets, looked at the general with lowered it a bit. A good spacious
the auspices of the Minnesota Poul
"I did not dream of it; I never knew
8 IjOuIs'
brother Francois lures the
but not so shortly as to have omitted wide gray eyes, considering. With that
and grand old wine. You will be try association. Exhibits are on flls- lAustrians from the hotel allowing the what castle this was; I never dreamed
a fling of the great news into the Allxe flashed up, turned on the young the better for a little." And Francois
Prince and his mother to escape.
of Castleforte; you would not tell me."
play from a number ot states an
midst of the servants' hall. He con- Italian, shaking her forefinger at him; had watched him as he put the brass from
I could not, signor. It was forbid
Canada. The show will contin
CHAPTER VII -- Marquis Zappi and den. It is forbidden.
ducted, marching behind him, the lit- her eyes shone blue fire.
key back en the chain which hung ue
I am risking
won, 1'intro. arrive at the Chateau. The
the remainder or tne
we
through
Is
for
Pietro.
enormous
That
If
man
an
you,
tle
young
belt.
from
his
Battista,
Beneral agrees to care for the Marquis' my life every minute."
week.
we
as
him
lose
have
should
now,
of
six
feet
on while the former goes to America.
four, erect, grave, stately.
just
At this point of memory the bed"Go, Battista," and Francois pushed
This dignified person, saluting the lady found him! Now is the time for you room door opened, and the governor
him away with weak hands. 'Go quickCHAPTER
shows markwth a deep bow, dropped on one knee to show If you can be what is brave came out, in great good humor and
ed attention to Marquis Zappi because ly you have been here too long.
His Stomach Troubles Over
he once saved the life of the general. There
Mr. Dyspeptic, would you not lik
before his master, his eyes full of a and strong, as Francois has shown. It rsady to eat and drink as became an
might be suspicion. I could not
The Marquis before leaving for America
worshiping joy, and kissed his hand. Is your castle; you must save him."
,asks the boy to be a friend of his son. live If I brought trouble on you."
Austrian soldier. The dinner was to feel that your stomach trouble:
Vrancois solemnly promises.
Pietro looked at the girl, and the brought in, but Francois, for all his were over, that you could eat any
Having done which, he arose silently
It is right so far, signor," Battista
'
and stood waiting, with those beaming color crept through his cheeks, but he efforts to do his part, could not swal kind of food you desired without inCHAPTER IX Francois goes to the answered. "It is known you are ill:
seem so unlikely ti
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappi dies I must care for the sick ones
eyes feasting on Pietro's face, but said nothing
low food, or very little. The fever, thr jury? That may
a little.
do not even hope for attthat
leaving Pietro as a ward to the general.
you
you
an
her
father
put
decorous.
otherwise
Allxe,"
"Alixe,
my
unrest burning in him, made it ?mpos
Alixe, Pietro and Francois meet a But I had better go now."
of your trouble, but permit u
utramre boy who proves to be Prince
First the young marquis said some arm around her. "One may not de- sible. Count Gersdorf looked at him ending
With that ne clipped to his knees
to
assure
Louis Napoleon. Francois saves his life.
you that it is not "altogether
friendly words of his great pleasure ifi mand heroism as if It were bread and serioubly when dinner was over; as impossible. If others can be cured
and lifted Uk feverish hands to his
not
will
us."
fail
Pietro
and
servant
friend
the
old
CHAPTER X The general discovers lips. ' "The iriend f my
butter.
his
seeing
yet Francois, talking, laughing, sing
and thousands
have
young mas
Francois loves Allxe. and extracts prom"Allxe always wished me to be bril- - inz. had- - eaten not over half a aozen permanently,not
of his childhood, and the big man
ise from him that he will not interfere
ter," he .said simply, but his voice
John R. Barker.,
been, why
you?
the
stood with downcast eyes, with
.between the girl and Pietro.
broke on the words. The traditional
mouthfuls.
of Battle Creek, Mich., is one of then
color flushing his happy 'face. Then,
faithfulness jf centuries was strong in
you are not well," heeaid He says, "I was troubled with hear
"Certainly
(Continued From Yesterday.)
It Was Whispered Quickly.
Battista," asked the marquis, "how
"I think the doctor should see you burn, indigestion, and liver complair
Battista; the 5appis .iad been good
Table'
And then he nodded his head and his until ,1 used Chamberlain's
masters; one had been cared for and gulsh. He could speak to them before did you get the letter which you
contented always; one was terrorized he died; It might be they could save brought mademoiselle?"
small eyes gleamed with a brilliant then my trouble was over." Sold b
.
CHAPTER XIV.
Battista la
xaA ground 1own by these "Austrian
thought "I know a medicine better nil uvnibiai im i
him. His hands stole to the package
conically.
and
his
the
stood
He
of
than a doctor's."
swine;"
;he old mas under the coarse blanket It seemed
up
memory
"How did your father get it?"
MASONIC TEMPLE DEDICATED
After Five Years,
ters, the personality of anyone con as If in touching it he touched his
fingers were working at the chain of
was
Cell
small
of
the
window
the
"From
The
signor prisoner, my sig
nected vith them, was sacred. Battis mother and his sweetheart and his
Champaign, 111., Jan. 8. Hundred
keys at his belt. Francois watched
nor."
but It was low enough bo that a mat ta bowed is uead over the hands in home.
them and saw the thin, old, brass key of men of high standing in Mason io
'
Alixe and Pietro looked at him at- which he slipped off. "A bottle of circles in Illinois came to Champaign
own, then lie stood up.
standing could see from It the vast
e
tentively, not comprehending by what
"I jhall oe oack at oedtime, signor,"
wine of our Italian ancestors yours
six miles away,
isky and the
CHAPTER X.
for the dedication of the new
means this was possible. Pietro, recount today
and mine, Beaupre" the
land, by leaning close to the bars, the he said quietly, and was gone.
Masonic
temple in this city. The
membering the little Battista of old,
A person of more importance than
jhill that sloped down into wooded
chuckled "that will cure 7ou of j'cnr
Good News.
cost
edifice
was
in
$115,000 and is one of
he
remembered
that
slid
vaguely
aad
of
He
at
fallen
least."
the
Battieta
the
sand
ills
under the spell of
for this evening
country; beyond that
In the garden of the chauteau of
One
in
initiative
its kind in the etat.e.
of
of
the
finest
to
speech.
capable
shore. The jailer stood close by the u'rancois' personality. The governor Vieques, where the stiff, gray etone
the key Into the lock and said, half
little window in the stormy eunset for himself had been attracted by the vases spilled again their heart's blood must pump him painfully.
himself, "My little brass friend never Grand Master Henry T. Burnap of
Was your father In the prison
leaves the belt of Albrecht von Gers- Alton presided at the dedication cerea better light as he dropped the
young Frenchman. The governor, of scarlet and etching of vines; where
Count von 3ersdorf, was a vain, dis- the two stately lines of them led down where the signor Is confined?" Alixe
dorf except to do him a pleasure, bless monies.
him!" And then, "Hold the candle
"One two," he counted the drops contented, brilliant Austrian, at odds to the sundial and the round lawn on asked.
The little Battista turned his eyes
Beaupre well, come along down It
stone seats
carefully up to nine, and then glanced with the world because be had not one of the
Women and Wet Feet
on
her a second, approvingly, but
in
He
further
was
risen
can do no harm and I can't manage a
corwithout
It
In
on
cot
the
his
at the prisoner
Alixe and Pietro sat, where Alixe and
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous
went
back
without
delay
briefly.
in
They
this
bottles."
two
mountain
fortress
and
of Francois had sat five years' before.
light
ner, who tossed, and talked rapidly, society
combination especially to women, and
to their affair of devouring the face
So Francois followed down the twist congested kidneys often result. BackAs they sat in the garden, they had of
idtsjointedly. "It is high time that the his, and longed for it; he had a fine
(Hi
he
answered
But
J
master.
his
ed, headlong, stone etaircase and found ache, urinary irregularities and rheudoctor saw him," the jailer spoke, half voice and no one to sing to; he liked been golg over the pros and cons of
"Yes, signorina; he te ther
himself, after rather a long descent, matic fevers are not unusual results.
aloud. ''If the governor had been here to talk and had do one to talk to,
ls life or death for the thousandth promptly.
"You Must Save Him!'
alwayB."
holding the lamp high, gazing curious- Foley Kidney Pills restore the regular
bia woul not hay? been allowed to Francois, with his ready friendliness,
In
ly about the walls of a large stone and normal action of kidneys and
run on. I am glad the governor Is with his gift of finding good in every ilme. Pietro's quiet gray eyes were
Alwavs ?" Pietro demanded
Pietro
and
bladder and remove the cause of th
spoke
like
liant
Alixe
Francois,,,
from
looked
as
away
sad
he
a
alarm. "Is Battista prisoner?
coming back."
one, with his winning manner ana
room lined with shelves, filled with trouble.
Contain no habit forming
could."
never
I
"But
wood.
beech
to
the
gently.
lawn
across
the
;
"But no, my signor."
With that the prisoner threw off the simplicity which had the ease of sodrugs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Crosa
"Yet Pietro, It is indeed your time. bottles.
God knows I would give my life
von
of
"What then? Battista, try to tell
cover from his shoulders and eat up phistication, was a treasure-trov- e
Count
A show, Isn't it?" the
Drug Store. Adv.
Alixe threw at him eagerly. "Francois
sulckly if I could see him coming us."
suddenly, with wild bright eyes star amusement to the bored Austrian.
Gersdorf demanded. "Here, hold the
will die."
or
he
to
be
rescued
must
used
we
as
j
trees
the
there,
made
through
So adjured, little Battista
went on
ling at the jailer.
Things stood so with the prisoner
quietly. light on this side," andsoheold that I
Yes," Pietro answered
long ago, in nis violent effort "He is one of the Jail
JACKSON MEMORIAL FORMED
is
"Pietro!" he called In astonishment, at the time of his discovery of the Bee him, mornings clothes."
wine
"The
talking.
"Francois must be rescued."
stocked be
ers, my signor.
!"Why, my dear old Pietro!" and flung identity of his jailer and of hie jail. patched homespun
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 8. At a cow.
He was silent a moment, as If think think it must have been
consider
the
?"
followed
The
Alixe
the
Austrian
glance
For
"Jailers?
tout his hands eagerly toward the man The governor at that time was away
the
of
lord
the
last
of
ference
here today of leading cititime
the
fore
was
mind
work
His calm poised
and would have sprung from the bed on a visit to Vienna, looking for a pro- ingly, as if calling up the little, brown. face of the marquis took all the Joy ing.
and several other
castle."
Tennessee
of
zens
action
Inner
saw
one
the
ing
swiftly;
well
so
rememberea. ful light out of the face of little Bat
figure
rto him.
And Francois, holding the light re states steps were taken to form a
The
motion; he came back elated and trudging
general
clear
the
in
eyes.
gray
tista.
But the jailer was at his side and
in the prospect of a Then she tossed up her head sharply
membering the Marquis Zappl, thought national Andrew Jackson memorial
and Alixe, watching him, saw It.
"Who?" and then she laughed. "I
"My signor," he stammered, "It
held him down, yet gently. "Be quiet, change within the year. But the heart
1 know how," he Bald.
so too. The count pointed to a square association. The association will en1
think
Fran
like
visions
He
next,
could not be helped. He was there.
telgnor," he said respectfully. "It is of Francois sank as he thought what shall be seeing "I
stone in the wall which projected
was
he
It
thought
cois," she said.
deavor to secure a federal appropriaknew the castle. They forced him at
only old Battista; you will e if you the change might mean to him.
XVI.
CHAPTER
slightly, very slightly.
back In the beech wood."
first, and and it came to be so."
look. Only Battista, who has taken
" 'Some day a marshal of France un
stocn tion to establish a national park la
secret
to
a
is
door
the
That
"I see no one." Pietro stared.
"Knew the castle!" Pietro repeated
care of you these five years."
der another Bonaparte, " he said to
of some sort, I have always thought," this vicinity in memory of President
The Stone Staircase.
"But you have no eyes, Pietro I can "What castle?"
The brilliant dark eyes stared at himself one day, staring through the
the
at
stood
he said. "Probably some wonderful Jackson, who is buried at the HermiBattiBta's
prisoner
before
two
minutes
Battista's eyes turned to his Mashim hungrily; then with a sigh the bars at his window he called the sky always see a thing
side
the
old stuff saved for the coming of age tage, near this city.
window
steep
barred
up
high
at him. "There the ter's like those of a faithful dog, trust
event of that
light went out of them and the head so. He smiled. "But that Is nothing. you," Alixe threw
- of the castle and stared out wistfully of the heir, or a great
man."
cas,"What
not
understanding.
ing but
fell on the pillow.
could get at It" and he
I
blueness
To help place my prince on the throne
of
wish
I
sort
at
the
infinity
receding
are
"Oh," said Pietro. "Your eyes
tle, my signor? Castelforte tbe Big his meadow. In the three months stared wistfully at the massive block.
Colds to be Taken Seriously
Ah, Battista," he said, "my good of France that is my work my lire,
more than natural. Alixe. You, see in nor'a own castles what other?"
Battista." A smile full of a subtle
In te Hi sent people realize that comHe talked aloud at times, as prison
since his letter had gone to France, he "But I cannot stir It And I don't let
I
Allxe
Yes,
is
exclamation
from
A
to
that
uncanny.
a
wood;
sharp
harm made the worn face bright. He ers come to do. He went on then, in
old. The Juices of his anyone but myself down here not L" mon colds should be treated promptly.
see him now. Mon dieu! he Is a big summed up everything. "Your castle had grown
ispoke slowly. "I thought it was my a low voice.
seemed
dried up; hie eyes were The count turned away and they If there is sneezing and chilliness
youth
is confiscated; they use it aa a prison,
fellow."
Ifriend my best friend," he explained
tAd tha two storieB of narrow with hoarseness, tickling throat am!
skin yellow; there was
his
"If there were good fairies, If I had
bloodshot,
vllFrancois Is a prisoner there, Pietro
"A peasant from some other
begin promptly the use of
and
jgently.
him.
on
The
flesh
no
three wishes: Alixe the prince made
waiting
steps, for the governor's rooms were coughing,
" Alixe snoke carelessly. "I do All these years in your own home!
and Tar Compound. It
Honey
Foley's
staircase
the
and
"Will the signor take the doctor's emoeror Francois Beaupre, a marshal
than
more
him
second
on
on
worn
floor,
the
went on talkdreamed of that" Pietro hoping had
is effective, pleasant to take, checks
never
"I
and
know
not
unthey
him,"
down
not
"It
aBked
Battista
walls,
between
then,
nf Francfi." He lauehed happily.
jinediclne?"
a cold, and stops tbe couti wliicis
of Fran spoke, thinking aloud. "Every other the dead level of the hopeless years ran from it
jmuch noticing the words, for the sick is child's play. Nothing matters ex ing, as they had been doing,
before. There was a new tenseness derground. "The old chaps must have causes loss of sleep and lowers tha
cois.
iman was clearly
tried
I
yet with
prison In Austria and Italy have
that my life shall do its work.
in the lightly-buil- t
figure, even In the thought a lot of their wine to have the vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer ami
And with that, here was Jean Phil- to find him in. 1 never dreamed of
a certain pleasant throb of memory cept
The cellar connect directly with their own Red Cross Drag Store. Adv.
fingers.
Even that Is so small; but I have
strong
delicate,
long,
but
which always moved within him at the great desire to do that. I believe I lippe Moison, forty now and fat,
Castelforte."
had caught a whiff ot the air rooms for Battista tells me theso
prisoner
name of Pietro. It happened that the shall do that I know It:" And he fell still beautiful in purple millinery,
At the end of the Interview the little of home and was choking lor a iun were always the rooms of the Za- - of
down the stone steps between Battieta put his hand into his breast
How's This?
name stood for some one dear to the to work on a book which he was plan
the lords of the castle," the governor
breath.
'
We offer One Hundred 1V
said explained.
'Jailer also. The signor took the medi ning, chapter by chapter, in hie brain. the tall gray vases, making a sym- pocket and brought out another letter,
not
are
friend,"
"You
my
well,
the
of
red
rich
cae.o of CatT '
with
the
color
of
Would
mademoiselle
for
folded.
ward
any
cine at once, like a good child.
the
the
phony
see
to
it,
thickly
escape ever,
And to Francois, considering
But, if he were
the governor. "The doctor must
be cured by Hall's t
"Will it make me better, do, yon chance was increased infinitely by the flowers. He held a silver tray; a let- have him Instructed where to find the you."
fact seemed an odd one. And then cannot
on
Cure.
was
had
ter
He
It
mother of the signor prisoner?
(think, Battista?" he asked earnestly, going back and forth to the governor's
to
work
Bet
and
drinking
the
refused
governor
Rut Francois
lightly
F. J. CKENEY & CO., Tole
"For mademoiselle."
"But yes, signor; the doctor is room. A new governor might keep
promised to put this into her own laughed and fell to singing an old peas- Pietro's wine, and little thought as
We. the nndersifmed, have
and
It
took
calmly
Mademoiselle
must
before
do
He
it
clever."
been
hands.
much
had
how
rehe urged it on hie prisoner,
him shut up absolutely. It
ant song of France which he had
F. J. Cheney for the last lb y
"I want to be better; I must get bo while the count was away; then he glanced at it, and with that both the touched food.
he got up on the more right to it the prisoner had than believe him perfectly honoi.itj'-membered
lately;
were
the
Zappi
and
Marquis
had
who
footman
And Jean Phillippe Moison,
well, for I have work to do as soon had been ill, and the lieutenant in
wonderful old liquid, business transactions and
her fall to shiver- larked discreetly back of the nearest table and droned It to an imaginary he. It was a
e I come out of prison."
i mi m
mmmand would not let a doctor see astonished to seesudden
J'o dim
a
after
to
't
of
strii
ClT 7
fill
he
which
play
fiddle
pretended
illness.
She
r his fi cm.
Surely, signor. That will be soon
tin ho heeama delirious: that was ing, as if in a arm. The letter was atone vase, not missing a syllable, wae the manner of old Jacques Arne, who most exquisite bouquet As he drank mn,B
Pietro's
mo w, I think, for it is five years; they
and
the
little
Bat
caught
owner
huge
toasteU Ita
given orders,
And the
NATIO;
ihe ordinary treatment of prisoners.
Francoi3
clutched in her other hand thrust back tista was sent off up the stone steps played for dances'in Vieques. a violent it his n silently
'will let you go soon, I believe " Bat
lie
to h b t mi p n
thinking over these things of her.
irn
was taken with
Francois,
oi
governor
'i i
tista lied kindly.
between the scarlet flowers, up the
t ' n- ' '1 "
to ti
t iok so I
m, a dav. fell with a sudden accent
fancy for it. He roared at it, and sang
"Pietro!"
o
ia
the
"You are good td m, Battista," the on the
1 '
of
of
I
for
lawn,
O
velvet
charge
of
3
his
f
slope
longing
I
1
t
I
it fl
It
steady punh
it over in fragments till he had learned i inr
"What is it, Alixe?" His voice was purple one.
1(1
boy said, "and just now you gave me freedom, the conviction that ne mus
' ' 1 5
ft
he sang It and soared f!
then
and
it,
hour
the
a great pleasure. It warms ma yet to set free before the count left, else op quiet as ever, but his hand was around
later
an
Half
V
genera!
tie more
V, i I
t
I
was
CO
II
there
t
acd slapped his knee;
think of it, for, you see, I thought you portunity and force for the etiort her shaking fingers, and he held them walked up from the village, walked again
t ' t
tl I
a"dro!l
Francois'
ia
rendering
comedy
Alixe?"
is
were Pietro my dear Pietro the tvniiifi hnth he eone forever. And on strongly. "What
it,
t r
glawlr, thoughtfully through the beech
)
and the Ol
She drew forward the other hand; wood, hie face harflly slirr than when BlnA not to bo explained
jMnrquiq Zarjji."
t.imt rinv Battista brought la W miJ
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day meal with "a loot and a manner
which Francois remarked.
"What is it, Battista?" he asked
softly.
The man answered not a word, but
turned and opened the door rapidly
and looked out "I thought I had left
Ah, here it is I
the
am stupid," he spoke aloud. And then,
finger on lip dramatically, he bent over
the young man. "My son the little
Battista has had a letter. The young
master wiehes him to come to him in
France, to serve him. He Is going In
two days."
It was whispered quickly, and Bat-
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LOCAL NEWS
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AT THE
Murphey's bargain sals It the talk
of the town. Adv.
Mrs. O. G. Schaefer is convalescing
after a week's illness.

I

STKK

TO CLEAN UP SC!.!E CCD

at

Regular 25 Ct. Fruit

Light automobile

I

at

Extra special on oranges for a few
cents per dozen; $3
one-habax at

days, 20 and 25
a box, $1.50 for
Adv.

lf

Pa-pen- s.

Any article in cut glass, China, or
brass goods at one-haregular price.
Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

swains More

lf

Big dance at Hotel Romaine dining
room and lobby Friday night, January 9, given by Simison's orchestra.
Adv.
.

Look at price of many useful articles
on Murphey's bargain table. Adv.
'

NAVAJO'--

All' members of the First Christian
church are asked to meet at the tabernacle tomorrow evening at 7:30
o'clock.
The officers of the church
will ibe elected for 1914.

LMIEI

B

Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
v..

As-sortm-

...

Finch's Golden Wda(nig"Hyi, aged
in wood. Direct from the distiller to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

..,

A new stock of shoes, children's
misses and little gents' patent leath
'
er button, if a dress shoe la desired
614
we can please you. Hedgcock,

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

bear this in mind when buying your presents

v

See Murphey's
bargain table for
useful articles at half price. Adv.

Ci

B. HUBBARD, Agent
417 Railroad Avenue

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE

Vt as in
(
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LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

it 3 Cr;.3 cf Ci

PIY?iNE

FRESH EVAPORATED FRUITS
I

i

,'

'

e

mjs

&

Fills

Jefferson Raynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
?
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Hallrt Raynolds. Cashier.
,

FIRSf NATIONAL
)F,

VEGAS. N.

BANK
M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service
,

,

Interest Paid cn

Time Deposit

NEED OF PAVING
"fi

The Baer Curio store has placed a
f1
jar of beans In its display window
DY
DEATH
GALLED
who
for the benefit of his patrons
wish to test their mental capacity
by guessing the number o'f beans In
PATIENT
SUFFERER FOR FIFthe jar. Mr. Baer will give the cus
TEEN" YEARS PASSES QUIETtomer who guesses nearest the exact
LY AWAY
number a handsome present. All de
tails of the contest may be obtained
This morning at 4 o'clock John P.
upon Inquiring of Mr.' 'Baer; at the
Brun, for the past three years a resiUurio shop.
dent of Las Vegas, died at St Anthony's sanitarium following an illTHE BIG DANCE
On:: Monday evening,. January 19, ness of several years. Mr. Brun was
56 years of age arid was a native of
if ' the ' armory Las Vegas will have Switzerland.
He came to Las Vegas
nother oportunity to dance to the
from
Fort
Smith,
Ark., wliere he was
strains of our crack little orchestra,
In the mercantile business. He has
seven-piec- e
Simison's
organiza
viz.,
not been in active business, however,
tion. Having added a competent flufor the past 15 years, ceasing his
removes
tist, a rare thing nowadays,
when he was taken ill.
the organization from the common operations
Mr.. Brun is survived by a brother,
In
place and places it second to none
F. J. Brun,. of Forf Smith, who arNew Mexico. Tickets $1. per couple.
rived In Las Vegas yesterday, called
Extra ladies free. Adv.
here on account of the serious condition of his brother. The body will
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
be sent to Fort Smith this evening
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
by J. C. Johnsen &, Son, accompanied
the week ending December 27, 1913. by the brother. Burial yUl occur at
Mrs. Hattie Allen; Mr. T. B. Allen; that
place next week.
Mrs. Carolina D. Baca; Mr. James
Cara; Mrs. W. S. Christensen; Mr. E.
M. Coman;
Ike Donion; S. Diehl;
ELKS
GIVE
Mrs. Geronimo H. Esquibel; Mr. Thomas Gray; Miss Louise Jaramillo;
Miss Christina Jones; Mr. Eduardo
MINSTREL SHOW
Montoya; Miss Julianita Moreno; Miss
Lydia Martinez; Mr. J. N. Notgrass;
Miss Eloise Rodriguez; Mr. A. S.
Rutheford; Mr. William Roan; Arthur MRS. CHARLES KOHN AGREES TO
HANDLE THE MUSICAL
s
Sheffer; Mr. George Tate; Mr.

SALE
Wfflm

BOOS

8I

"3
i
3
i

Every article in CHIN A,i.CUT GLASS sxnd
L
BRASS for ONE HALF; REGULAR.
PRICE.
R.E-TAI-

v'i."

'

.

Plates, Cups and Saucers, Tea., Coffee xm&
Chocolate Sets, Bon-BoDishes, Etc Etc.,
CHEAPER than ever offered in Las Vegans.
n

;

and Dates

i

mm co. store i

DIRECTION

When calling for the above letters
The special entertainment commitplease ask for "Advertised Letters."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster. tee of the Elks' lodge has made arrangements to give a minstrel show.
The date is not selected, but probabSubscribe for The Optic.
ly will be sometime after the middle

i

if

1

CALL

and

I

Cris-anto-

Vigil.

R

sfe

iv.j

ILL

Majestic Brand Apples

j

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President!

10

.

Raisins

El

I

-

?

'"

M zliv$"4 Eatfe

Apricots
Peaches
Pears
Prunes
Loganberries
Currants

I

jjj

L

-

JOHN F. BRUN IS

the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the best bread you
must t use the .best flour
and that is undoubtedly
Our't'tfde brand. ' fAsk
any one who has tried it
or betters yet order a sack
and try it yourself.

'--

Six 4914 Model Ford Aulos

of February. Mrs. Charles Kohn, one
of the most talented musicians in the
city, and undoubtedly the most proTO ARRIVE HERE SOON ficient producer of amateur theatricals, will have complete charge of
the proposed entertainment, and this
assures its success.
PROSPECWILL
OVER
LOOK
HE
The preliminary arrangement for
TIVE SITE FOR NEW FEDthe show will be made at once, and
ERAL BUILDING
work for the production started. The
Elks are enthusiastic about the show,
Word has been received from
huge
T. B. Catron to the effect that and It undoubtedly will be
an inspector from the postal depart success.
ment who is investigating the sites
for the proposed federal buildings
that are to be built- in several southII. El'GAFFEY OIED
western cites, will visit- - Las Vegas
within the next ten days or two
IN ROSWELL TODAY
weeks.
to
boostall the
This Is good news
ers who' have been Interested' In the?
WAS A PROMINENT RESipENTf
On
erection of the new postofflce.
AND HEAVY PROPERTY OWN-- ,
account of the large number of fedER OF NEW MEXICO
eral structures that are to be built
it is an imposslbiliy for Inspectors
Roswell, N. M., Jan. 8. L. K.;Mc-Gaffeto be sent at an early date. Necesa resident of New Mexico
sarily the inspector's journey requires! for the last 30
years, died here this
considerable time. However, the as
of Bright's disease. He was
morning
surance expressed by Senator Catron
a prominent cattleman of the western
shows that Las Vegas will be among
part of the state for years, had lately
the first to be visited. The man who written
insurance, and at the time
will be here is now In Arizona' and of his
death owned more Roswell
expects to complete his work there and suburban
property than any
within the next week.
other man His agewas 50.
The site selected by Greater Las
Vegas people, and the one which Is
declared the most satlsifactory from
TO IMPROVE SERVICE
every standpoint, is the location
Jan. 8. What is said
Philadelphia,
bounded on the west by the Presbywill be, extended to an investigation
terian churchy on the north by Main of the entire
postal service of the
avenue, on the east by the Dougla
United States, intended. primarily to
avenue school grounds and on the effect a standardization of methods
south by Douglas avenue. The final and an Increase In.
efficiency, was
decision will be made by the Inspect begun in this
city today by a comor when he arrives.
mission appointed by Postmaster
General Burleson. The commission
will visit the larger cities,, giving attention to local as well as general
EAST SIDE WAKES
needs.

P08T0FFICE INSPECTOR

Page, formerly connected MOVEMENT IS ON FOOT TO IMPROVE STREETS IN THE
with the furniture department of the
BUSINESS DISTRICT
State Mercantile company at Fort
Collins, Col., will arrive in Las Vegas
r
J. A. Laughlin, a paving contractor
in a few days to take a posuion with
the W. N. Rosenthal Furniture com- of Trinidad, Is a business visitor in
pany, filling the position of T. E. Las Vegas, attracted Tiere by the
toward paving on the
Remly, who has resigned.
West side. Since Mr. Laughlin's arOne of the most destructive fires rival here a number of business men
that has ever occurred in Gallup on this side of the river have been
started Tuesday evening when the working up paving talk, and everyHarvey house and Santa Fe freight thing points definitely toward the
depot were gutted, at an approximate paving of the entire business district
The fin started in More specific details probably will
loss of $25,000.
the kitchen of the Harvey house, ac be announced in the near future.
cording to reports. The fire included There seems to be adequate support
all the Santa Fe property at Gallup back! of the paving movement
with the exception of the round house
and the coal chutes.

vite inspection and will gladly demonstrate the merits of
the car at any time.

cumin
Ciiniinmimn- -

Alliance Drama.

"A GREAT BIG BEAUTIFUL DOLL" ThanKouser Comedy.
THE THIRD REEL WILL BE SEL ECTED.

W. C.

on the market today, for the price, is now on display at
the Overland display shop on Railroad Avenue. We in-- .

E

than
Mur

The funeral services of Mrs. Mary
Linsener, who died at the State Hospital for the' Insane Tuesday afternoon, were held this afternoon from
the chapel of J. C. Johnsen & Son.
Rev. E. ("Anderson officiated and
interment was In the Odd Fellows'
cemetery.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

THE GREATEST

Adv.

Cut glass and china cheaper
ever offered in Las Vegas at
phey's bargain sale. Adv.

for the approaching Holidays.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

avenue.

Douglas

BRIDGE STREET
"THE ROUGH DIAMOND"

5:24

Ladies' handbags at half price at
Murphey's bargain sale. Adv.

,

20c Per Can, 6 Cans for SI

I

lamps

o'clock this gvening.

HERON BRAND
SLICED PEACHES

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
Uie Opera Bar. Adv.
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